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Introduction

[T]hrough bashfulness, suspicion, and timorousness, [he] will not be seen abroad ... He
dare not come in company for fear he should be misused, disgraced, overshoot himself in
gesture or speeches, or be sick; he thinks every man observes him.
-Hippocrates, 400 B.C.
In Shyness: How Normal Behavior Became a Sickness, Christopher Lane, a
psychophannacology and ethics scholar of Northwestern University, notes, "[s]cholars
today like mentioning the above passage because it strikes them as a perfect example of
early social phobia. But is that an accurate comparison or one telling us more about
contemporary assumptions?" (12). In pointing toward and holding suspect these
"contemporary assumptions," Lane raises questions central to my interest in shyness:
what are the dominant assumptions or narratives about shyness and what do they say
about Western culture? Essentially, my research is less focused on the biology or realities
of shyness (as there are, of course, many) and more concerned with analyzing shyness
through the social model of disability, which is described as "the disadvantage or
restriction of activity caused by a contemporary social organisation which takes little or
no account of people who have physical impairments and thus excludes them from
participation in the mainstream of social activities" (Saunders) and applying it to the
conversations concerning identity, social status, and power already established within
Children's and Young Adult literature.
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Currently, shyness is a trending topic discussed at length within many different
disciplines ranging from medical and psychological to education and business. It not only
draws in billions of dollars for pharmaceutical companies distributing anti-anxiety
medications (Lane 106) but also proves to be a seemingly inexhaustible subject for self
help books such as Overcoming Social Anxiety and Shyness: A Self-Help Guide Using
Cognitive Behavioral Techniques; Shyness: What it is, what to do about it; Goodbye to
Shy: 85 Shybusters that Work!; and websites such as Shake Your Shyness and Shy and
Free. Despite this cross-disciplinary research and interest aimed at understanding and
benefiting shy people, shyness remains a stigmatized and unwanted condition within
Western culture.
In Shyness: How Normal Behavior Became a Sickness, Lane documents how this
increased curiosity with shyness within the medical and psychological communities,
culminating in the publication of the DSM-III (the third edition of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders), and coupled with the eagerness of
pharmaceutical companies, helped to rewrite shyness into an "illness" (39). Lane notes:
Begi1ming in 1980...the American Psychiatric Association added "social
phobia," "avoidant personality disorder," and several similar conditions to the
third edition of its massively expanded [DSM-III, and that by doing so] the
introverted individual morphed into [a] mildly psychotic person. (2-3)
Unlike introversion which Susan Cain defines in Quiet: The Power ofIntroverts in a
World that Can't Stop Talking as simply a "preference for environments that are not
overstimulating," (12) "[s]hyness is the fear of social disapproval or humiliation ... [and]
is inherently painful" (12). Thus, while many people may be quiet or prefer their solitude,
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shyness is differentiated by the anxiety and discomfort that surrounds i. It may seem
logical or even humane to include shyness as a disorder, as it could lead to beneficial
medical and psychological attention and possibly help to better understand those
suffering from shyness, yet, to reclassify an entire population of people previously
thought of as quiet and possibly socially awkward or timid as mentally abnormal cannot
happen without cultural and ideological ramifications. Lane states that "[t]oday many
psychiatrists and doctors assert that those who aren't sufficiently outgoing may be
mentally ill" (2).
This medically-supported assertion has since helped to shape the ways in which
society depicts, discusses, and, most importantly, reacts to shyness. In addition to the
increased medicalization of shyness in the 1980s which clearly fmther alienated shy
individuals from the presumed norm of social behavior, Cain also argues that "[Western
society] live[s] with a value system [she] call[s] the Extrovert Ideal - the omnipresent
belief that the ideal self is gregarious, alpha, and comfortable in the spotlight" (4). Lane
echoes this sentiment when sarcastically describing the pharmaceutical companies'
attitude toward sociability: "When people are well, after all, we presume they will be
sociable" (13).
In Quiet, Cain focuses on discussing the business world's influence upon favoring
the extrovert, beginning with the rising importance of the salesman at the tum of the
twentieth century. According to Cain: "The new economy call[ed] for a new kind of man
- a salesman, a social operator, someone with a ready smile, a masterful handshake, and
the ability to get along with colleagues while simultaneously outshining them" (20).
Cain's work undermines the belief that only extroverts can thrive in the business world
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and in leadership roles, yet texts like Quiet, that strive to defend introverts and quiet
individuals, are proof that there exists a heavy bias toward the extrovert. Likewise, while
explaining the transformation of shyness into a recognized pathological disease, Lane
also seeks to reclaim shyness as a very normal, acceptable behavior.
Although recent literature defending quietness and challenging the domineering
preference toward extraversion is beginning to surface and gain critical attention,
society's construction of shyness is still steeped in alienation and disapproval. Most
common of all is the constant narrative of shyn ess as a "transitory" (Herndon 132) state ii ;
one that society believes is the choice or fault of the disabled individual, and that can be
remedied with simply a decision, "demanding corrective action on the part of individual
people rather than collective social action" (123). Similarly, almost every approach
toward shyness insists upon this transitory state, and is concerned only with fixing or
curing the individual and does not address the possible failures of a society that considers
shyness mildly psychotic.
While these stigmatizations are shaped and informally agreed upon within larger
social discourses, their survival within a culture's ideology depends upon inheritance as
they are passed down and nurtured in upcoming generations. Children's and YA
literature are markets almost entirely dedicated to this form of edification, as Perry
Nodelman and Mavis Reimer state in The Pleasures of Children's Literature, "[t]he main
emphasis of children's literature is the didactic effort to educate children into sharing an
adult view of the world, and, of what it means to be a child" (200). One of the best ways
to gauge Western society's construction of shyness is to investigate what is being created
for its children. In "What Disability Studies Can Do For Children's Literature," Kathy
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Saunders argues that, currently, the intersection of children's literature and disabilities
studies is far too infrequent and limited to generate a substantial understanding and shift
in the portrayal of disabilities within the literature, and that this lack of scholarly interest
is dangerous because it:
appears to dismiss the power of these portrayals to create societal attitudes to
disability, and to ignore their resonance among those who have personal or close
experience of disability. Most significantly, it neglects the needs of huge numbers
of young readers whose ideas are formed by misinterpretations, many of whom
will have to renegotiate their misunderstanding of the nature of disability at a later
date in order to successfully manage disability.
Constructions of shyness within children's and YA literature, must not only be valued for
their reflection of dominant ideologies, but be weighed and judged within a larger social
model of disability in order to analyze the depiction of shyness.
Also, because shyness has historically been associated as a childhood ailment, as
argued by Philip G. Zimbardo, professor of social psychology at Stanford University, in
Shyness: What it is, what to do about it (15), Children's Literature serves as an interesting
intersection between the adult desire to teach children about shyness and also to contain
and shape shyness for its idealized reader. In this way, Children's and YA literature about
shyness exposes the deep-seated anxiety and confusion shyness inspires in Western
culture.
Through surveying shy nan-atives from picture books to YA texts, I consider a
more holistic construction of shyness, tracking the trajectory of the constructed shy child
from preschool to high school. While shyness is almost consistently approached from an
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extrovert-favoring perspective and insists upon the shyness as a transitory ailment, the
relationship between the characters' or idealized reader's age and the manifestation of
that transitory state creates an interesting social narrative that is increasingly dependent
upon fear and misunderstanding.
Beginning with the early-readers and picture books, these texts are focused
primarily on treating shyness as a transitional period and a problem that needs to be
fixed; these texts are designed with the sole intention of training a child out of shyness. In
the chapter book category, although the texts are still mostly dedicated to curing a
character of shyness, their narratives also begin to excuse or distract from the shyness.
Characters will now exhibit special skills or talents to accompany their shyness, usually
in the form of some impressive artistic ability; these books often fit neatly into the
problematic "super crip" stereotype (Rubin 61). The chapter book characters' shyness,
while still a problem within the plot, is thus coded as more permissible when paired with
some skill that could prove useful or admirable later in society. Finally, YA texts delve
into a very different relationship with characters' shyness, in which the behavior is almost
disowned or ignored. In some cases, the teens entirely reinvent their personality in order
to shed or disguise their shyness. This distancing away from shyness reflects the final
shift in society's approach toward shyness in children's literature, as the teen character
has clearly never successfully and organically cured him or herself. Now, they are either
cast as freaks and oddballs because they inspire anxiety and fear from a society that does
not find silence cute, or they are forced to fabricate entirely new personalities in a
desperate attempt to not be deemed antisocial. Only when we consider the entire
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trajectory of the shy child character do the signs of a nervous society, uncomfortable with
quietness and social awkwardness, truly show themselves
This depiction of shyness may seem bleak and unforgiving ( assuming shyness
requires forgiveness), but there are a few instances in which the discourse and nairative
of shyness is shifting, in which shyness itself is not necessarily a problem but more a
facet of a rich and complicated personality. Perhaps, with the increasing publication of
books such as Quiet: The Power ofIntroverts in a World that Can't Stop Talking and
Shyness: How Normal Behavior Became a Sickness, these perspectives that challenge
popular narratives about shyness will help influence cultural ideology and inspire a shift
that is more accepting and accommodating of shyness. Hopefully, these texts will help
highlight that recognizing success based only upon an extroverted system is limiting and
problematic and that society's own reaction to shyness plays an immeasurable and
possibly more important role in determining how painful shyness can be.
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Chapter I: Picture Books and Early Readers
A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words

While children's literature ranges from the earliest readers to emerging adults,
possibly the most quintessential and "most common" (Nodelman 274) type of book
written for children is the picture book. Many children's literature scholars have
discussed at length the complexities and visual importance of picture books (Nikajeva,
Higonnet) and value their physicality. I intend to focus upon the picture books'
relationship with early and young readers and how the age of the characters and ideal
readers influence the constrnction of shyness.
All literature reflects a society's dominant ideologies either by regurgitating them
or purposefully subverting them, and children's literature is a field especially concerned
with lessons, morals, and the influence it presumes to have over its readers. This
investment in didacticism exists throughout all of children's literature but is perhaps the
most noticeable in picture books and early readers where reading development seems
inherently linked with social education. In the International Companion Encyclopedia of
Children's Literature, Nodelman states that:
picture books are a significant means by which we integrate young children into
the ideology of our culture. Like most narratives, picture book stories most
forcefully guide readers into culturally acceptable ideas about who they are
through privileging the point of view from which they report on the events they
describe. (113-124)

The site of power within these texts almost always aligns with the adult-sanctioned,
dominant ideologies and can serve to identify abnormality as much as they do normality.
Within the last few decades, children's literature has strived to diversify,
including characters from varying backgrounds and socioeconomic statuses. Despite this,
disability scholars such as Ellen Rubin, Emily Strauss Watson, and Kathy Saunders argue
that while racial and gender issues have been addressed at length within children's
literature, disability is still a topic highly problematized and often neglected. Saunders
argues that, "the major effort at the intersection of children and disability has been in
progressing equity issues for disabled children in mainstream education rather than in the
critical study of disability in children's mate1ial" and that, thus far, scholars have mostly
"analysed various aspects of children's fiction quantitatively rather than qualitatively."
This argument is especially pertinent to my analysis of shy literature written for early and
young readers, as this marketing range not only produces significantly more texts
addressing shyness than either the chapter or YA level, but is also in many ways the least
diverse regarding plot structure and shy stereotypes. Picture books about shyness also
offer the most medicalized narratives and definitions of shyness, wherein the
constructions focus entirely upon shyness as a biological disability rather than a social
one. Sadly, Children's Literature seems convinced that as long as there are enough books
on the shelves about shy characters, then the issue is adequately "dealt" with (Rubin 60).
Instead, as Saunders aptly insists, these depictions must be investigated and challenged in
order to create real diversity, equality, and inclusivity in children's literature and that
through this inteITogation, quality and not merely representation, can be determined.
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As stated in the introduction, throughout children's literature, shyness is almost
always approached and constructed as a transitory state. This not only implies that
shyness can be cured, fixed, or out-grown, but also holds the shy individual solely
responsible for his or her own transition into normativity. More so than any other age
range, texts designed for young and early readers doggedly support this limiting and
damaging construction of shyness.
Shyness is typically positioned as a problem, whether to the shy character
themselves, who just "wan[t] to have a friend" (Krasilovsky 17), or to those around them
who see it as an annoyance (McCully). Overwhelmingly, these texts insist that, with the
aid of loving, concerned non-shy characters and entertaining situations, every shy
character will have found and grown into a recognizable voice by the end. Essentially,
while shyness is still an unacceptable behavior, the anxiety penneating these texts is
relatively low, and seems most apparent when they are collectively considered. Instead,
within these individual texts, shyness is depicted as a simple behavioral issue that can
quickly, and easily, be cured with the right boost in confidence. Compared to the older
marketing groups, picture books address shyness in a more direct approach, with titles
such as Cat's Got Your Tongue?, The Shy Little Girl, Are You Shy?, and Shy Vi, making
shyness the obvious central concern and topic of the plot. Interestingly, these texts then
step back and try to downplay their own anxieties with the reassurance that not only is
shyness transitional, but by discussing it and stigmatizing it for young readers, it will cure
or save them from shyness later on.
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The Typical Shy Picture Book
Marcie Aboffs The Giant Jelly Bean Jar is an excellent example of the typical
picture book about shyness. The book details Ben's various attempts to win the weekly
jelly bean jar from Jo-Jo's Jelly Bean Shop. For shy Ben, "[i]t was hard to win the prize.
You had to say the answer [to Jo-Jo's riddle] in a loud voice. You had to say it in front of
everyone in the store!" (4).Despite continually knowing the answer to Jo-Jo's riddles,
Ben never wins because he is '"too shy,' [his sister] said every week" (Aboff 6). Even
when Ben does muster the courage to raise his hand in a crowd full of children, he
eventually lowers it because "[h]e saw bigger kids. He heard louder kids" (10), and then
when he does not lower it the next week, Jo-Jo chooses "another boy whose hand was
higher" (16). Finally, only once Ben raises his hand as high as he can, "even [standing]
on his tippy-toes!" (23) does Jo-Jo call on him; whereupon, he is so startled that he
forgets his answer and only answers correctly when Jill stamps on his foot, causing him
to shout it out.Although seemingly simple, this narrative is an excellent example of
Susan Cain's Extrovert Ideal, in which "the ideal self is gregarious, alpha, and
comfortable in the spotlight" (4). In The Giant Jelly Bean Jar, shyness is clearly
constructed as an obstacle and disability that is withholding someone from success. The
text celebrates competition and aggression, rewarding it with a jar full of candy and the
recognition of older siblings and adults.
Likewise, in Roger Hargreaves' Little Miss Shy, despite being "terribly,
desperately shy ...so shy it hurt" (1) and too afraid to go shopping (5) or answer her
door (7), Little Miss Shy is only rewarded once Mr. Funny comes and insists that she join
his party, claiming "I knew you wouldn't come ... I've come to take you!" (25). Once at
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the party, Little Miss Shy "stopped blushing. And actually started to enjoy herself' (27)
and eventually meets Mr. Quiet who tells her, "I used to be shy like you,, (29).
Hargreaves focuses less on Little Miss Shy's actual transition from shyness than Aboff
does, but the text still heavily implies that many of the fears or anxieties Little Miss Shy
entertains are unfounded and slightly ridiculous. Of course, while encouraging a fear of
the world would be just as problematic, dismissing and invalidating Little Miss Shy's
feelings approaches her shyness and fears without respect and through an extroverted
bias, which either refuses to, or is incapable of, acknowledging Little Miss Shy's
temperament and sociability as valid or valuable. Also, Little Miss Shy's behaviors may
be depicted on the more extreme end of shyness in an attempt to comically exaggerate
her behavior, as she is pictured hiding underneath a tablecloth when the postman arrives
(10) and then remaining there for "most of the day" (10), only venturing out once "[i]t
was dark" (12). If her level of fear is understood literally, then for Mr. Funny to
essentially kidnap her and force her into a crowded party would most likely be
traumatizing and terrifying. At the very least, Mr. Funny would be incredibly insensitive,
demanding her to live within his own understanding of human behavior and presuming to
know what is best for her. Saunders argues that often, "a familiar situation for disabled
people, [is] trying to maintain control of their lives in the face of others who impose their
wishes onto those they are supposed to be helping." This is a particularly true statement
within shy literature, where non-shy characters are continually interfering or encouraging
shy characters out of their shell, regardless of the shy individuals' need or desire.
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The Helpful Extrovert
This repetition of the friendly or helpful, non-shy aid, who either forces or
encourages a shy character toward extroversion, is an almost constant trope within shy
picture books and shy literature at large. In many cases, such as Little Miss Shy and The
Giant Jelly Bean Jar, the non-shy character's influence and aid is very clear and
apparent, and the transition from shyness could be considered the non-shy character's
success. Often, in narratives that include forms of disability, even with a disabled
protagonist, the development or actual focus of the story highlights the non-disabled
characters, positioning the disabled protagonist as a sidekick within his or her own
narrative. This tendency is deemed one of the "six pitfalls of disability fiction" by Isabel
Brittain in "An Examination into the Portrayal of Deaf Characters and Deaf Issues in
Picture Books for Children" and paraphrased as, "The 'second fiddle' phenomenon ...
The character with an impairment is neither the central character within the narrative nor
fully developed, merely serving to bring the central character/s to a better understanding
of themselves or disability." However, due to the intense focus placed upon shyness itself
as a singular plot device within these early texts, the shy protagonists have yet to be
entirely surpassed. Still, this almost constant relationship between a shy and non-shy
character is important to note, as it still works toward constructing these shy characters as
dependent upon extroverts for their own success.
For instance, in The Shy Little Girl by Phyllis Krasilovsky, Anne is depicted as
not only shy, but specifically lacking self-esteem. She is first described as "very shy. She
was too shy to make friends easily and besides, she didn't like herself very much.She
had a nice face but she thought her face was hon-ible because she had freckles... so she
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was always wrinkling it up like a prune" (5). The picture accompanying the text shows
Anne wearing something looking more like an unfriendly scowl than merely a wrinkling,
and thus she simply looks unapproachable and angry, attributes not described in the
written text but nevertheless are now associated with shyness and low self-esteem by this
text. Also, like Little Miss Shy, the text works against advocating for Anne and instead
disagrees with her. Rather than taking into account the possibility that Anne may have
developed her low self-esteem from her environment, the text blatantly states that she, in
fact, "had a nice face" and seems to imply that her low self-esteem must be some
invention entirely of her own. The text goes on to continually discredit Anne, pointing
out the apparent fallacies with her own judgment: "She had a nice voice but she didn't
like it ... Her clothes were nice enough but she thought they were terrible. She never
stood up straight so everyone could see how lovely she really looked" (6-7). The text
seems to argue that Anne is creating problems for herself, and then elevating them to the
point of developing low self-esteem. Only once a new girl, Claudia, joins her school and
begins playing with, and complimenting, Anne does she begin to grow in confidence.
Specifically, Claudia compliments the many things already listed to the reader that Anne
dislikes about herself, such as her freckles (27) and family (28). Eventually, after Anne
learns to speak "good and loud" (29) and Claudia finds Anne "funny and interesting"
(29):
Anne discovered she liked to talk and that it was fun to make someone laugh. She
began to raise her hand in class and the teacher did call on her after all. The other
children were interested in hearing a different voice for a change and listened
carefully to what Anne said. (30)
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A caring, complimentary friend is clearly not a problematic addition to the story, yet, the
text still manages to continually invalidate Anne by deliberately and constantly
disagreeing with her. It positions her opinions and feelings as contrary to the truth and
authority associated with a narrator. Then, by having the friend directly praise those
insecurities, it seems to suggest that Anne's issues with low self-esteem and shyness can
easily be cured and overcome, thus constructing her problems as invented and trivial,
rather than genuine and complex.
In other narratives, such as I Don 't Know Why ... I Guess I'm Shy, by Barbara
Cain, a non-shy character is used slightly differently. In I Don't Know Why, Sammy
Samson goes on a walk with his mother and his dog, Sparky. Along the way they stop
and talk to many of his neighbors. Sammy never replies to their greetings or answers their
questions. Instead, his mother replies for him and seems to make excuses for his silence,
such as "Sammy just got a new pair of running shoes ... And I guess that's what's on his
mind today" (9). After every encounter, his mother questions Sammy on his silence, to
which Sammy repeatedly replies, "I don't know why ... I guess I'm shy" (8, 10, 12).
Sammy's mother's questions are indicative of the dominant misunderstandings of
society, when she asks things like "Mr. Miller is such a kind man. Why wouldn't you talk
to him, or at least answer his questions?" ( 10). While Sammy does clear up the
misconception that shy individuals are not necessarily willingly antisocial, the fact that he
must educate an adult and explain his actions not only puts him in the defensive position,
but seems to suggest that the shy experience is one of constant hassle and
misunderstanding.
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The turning point of the plot is when Sammy works up the courage to say,
"THANK YOU! THANK YOU, MR. DANIELS!" (15 emphasis in original) to the ice
cream shop owner, for which Sammy is rewarded an extra scoop of ice cream. Following
Sammy's vocal breakthrough, the narrative then centers upon the escape of Sammy's
dog, Sparky. During his search for Sparky, Sammy must retrace his steps and talk to all
of the neighbors he was too shy to speak to on the way to the ice cream shop. Each time
Sammy talks to a neighbor he is rewarded with information b1inging him closer to Sparky
until finally he is found and Sammy's shyness has been ostensibly been cured. Within the
course of one walk, Sammy seems to develop and then overcome shyness. Clearly,
Sammy's shyness is in an extremely transitory state. Yet, while other texts present
characters with a longer history or shyness, I Don't Know Why actually includes three
whole pages after Sammy's story which work to define shyness, inform parents on how
to "Use this Book" (30), and then present ten suggestions for "How Parents Can Make a
Difference" (31-2). Though some of these suggests may be helpful and earnest, such as
providing the child with "easy access to other children" (31 ), other descriptions and
terminology verge on offensive, such as "[h]elp[ing] your child to 'get out of himself
and think of another person rather than focus on his own discomfort" (31 ). Not only does
this sentence imply that shyness is some form of prison, a feeling that could just as easily
result from the outside environment than his or her own invented fears, but it also seems
to suggest a level of selfishness con-esponds to shyness. Sammy exhibits shyness for only
a very short period of time, but this text still feels the need to immediately and directly
address the parents of the ideal readers and educate them for the possibility of their own
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child being shy, a tactic which clearly reveals a fear of, or at least frustration with,
shyness.
Shyness Manuals
All of these picture books approach shyness in a very direct manner, but some do
so more than others by announcing themselves as educational texts on the subject. J
Don't Know ... I Guess J'm Shy incorporates suggestions developed for parents in the
back of the book after Sammy's story, and books such as Shyness Isn't a Minus: How to
turn Bashfulness into a Plus!, Cat's Got Your Tongue: A Story for Children Afraid to
Speak, and Are You Shy? advertise in their titles and on their covers that these stories are
concerned with edification first.
Cat's Got Your Tongue includes a small announcement on the cover reading,
"Books to help parents help their children," and the author, a clinical professor of
psychology, Charles E. Schaefer, Ph.D., also makes sure to promote himself as an
authority. In addition to a narrative about Anna, whose deemed severe shyness prompts
her parents to seek psychiatric help, the book begins with an "Introduction for Parents"
that actually addresses shyness in a very open-minded and supportive way, encouraging
shy and electively mute children to be "treated sensitively and sympathetically" (i).
However, although Schaefer admits in the introduction that Anna is constructed as an
"electively mute child" (i) and that her case is on the more severe end of the spectrum,
she is never actually labeled as electively mute within the plot. If Anna's case is indeed
extreme and medical or psychological attention is required, by neglecting to define her as
electively mute in the text, the story could easily be misinterpreted as an example of a
more generalized type of shyness, where differences in severity are overlooked.
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Additionally, Anna becomes electively mute when she first begins kinderga1ten, and only
a "few days" (12) after beginning school, her silence becomes noticeable and she is
teased on the playground by a fellow schoolmate who steals her teddy bear and shouts,
"Cat got your tongue! Cat got your tongue!" Anna's response is to "gra[b] and hit him,
trying to make him let go of [her teddy bear]" (13). Although her violence is inexcusable,
her frnstrations and possible feelings of violation are understandable. As a result of this
incident, Anna's parents are called in by her teacher and encouraged to take Anna to "see
a special doctor who could help Anna solve her problem" (16). This reaction is important
because it not only clearly defines Anna's silence as a problem, but considering Anna's
environmental changes, stress, and the fact that it has only been "a few days" since the
change, to so quickly seek psychiatric help might seem hasty. Although Schaefer's
decision to not label Anna as either electively mute or shy in the plot is probably intended
to be kind and sympathetic, it, in fact, shrinks the spectrum of shyness and silence,
consolidating it into a surface-level generality of characteristics. Only the parents are
notified that Anna is electively mute and informed of her level of severity. To the ideal
reader, Anna may merely seem justifiably shy or quiet, and yet this supposedly requires
immediate medical action.
There should be no doubt that in extreme cases, severely shy individuals may
require similar medical attention as Anna; yet, this text presents psychiatric help as the
first option, possibly before Anna is given time to settle into a very new, confusing, and
seemingly hostile environment. Just as Christopher Lane argues throughout Shyness:
How Normal Behavior Became a Sickness, Schaefer buys into the narrative that shyness
and silence are disorders and diseases that require immediate medical attention.
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Other texts such as Are You Shy? by Nuria Roca take a more social approach
toward shyness education, albeit still problematic and stigmatized. Interestingly, this text
addresses the reader as both an insider and an outsider, as both a shy person and a non
shy person. This dual conversation with different ideal readers itself becomes problematic
when the text begins, and because the book lacks a central narrative or character, every
description and apparent attribute of shyness is presented as an objective characteristic,
rather than one character's experience. Most notably, it assigns specific emotions to
shyness so that the text is speaking both for shy and about shy people as it tries to make
sense of the behavior. For instance, the book begins with, "[h]ave you ever felt that you
didn't know what to say? Someone asks your name and suddenly words get stuck inside
and they just don't seem to want to come out. And when they finally do, the words are
spoken so softly that they are hardly heard. You feel so ashamed!" (5).The text is arguing
that this is both a universal experience and one indicative of general shyness, as the
example both agrees with and against a non-shy audience who perhaps may at times find
themselves at a loss for words, but still would not consider themselves shy. Thus, the
assumption that a shy person would feel shame over their disability, not something closer
to embarrassment or awkwardness but actual guilt and a sense of wrong-doing, becomes
even more offensive when the sentences slowly separate out normal, or sporadic social
awkwardness, from shyness. The insult, therefore, is not attached to the universal
moments of shyness, but instead the habitual ones.
Much like The Shy Little Girl, Are You Shy? also frequently includes sweeping
generalizations that insist on shy people being severely insecure, as the text continues:
"Some shy kids think they do everything wrong. To them, everybody is more fun,
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smarter, better-looking ...more everything!" (12). Although there are undoubtedly many
shy people with low self-esteem, just as there are many extroverts with low self-esteem,
this constant connection between shyness and insecurity entirely neglects the notion that
a shy person may like themselves very much, be proud of their accomplishments, and
lead a very rich, but quiet, life. Later in the text, other nonsensical associations are made
when statements like "[n]obody should laugh at a shy kid. And nobody should laugh at
kids who wet their beds, or are afraid of balloons" (27) are made. The text does not
initially intend to equate these examples, but by including them in a list as such, it
suggests some base commonality or relationship which could lead to ridiculous
associations. The book could just as easily have listed examples of children who wear
glasses, children who play lots of sports, or children who are messy. Instead, shyness is
associated with something typically embarrassing and possibly humorous. The book does
offer some progressive points and useful suggestions, such as asking the reader
Have you ever thought of how a shy person must feel? Close your eyes and
imagine that in a show one of the clowns decides to choose a kid from the
audience to be his helper. If the kid is shy ... he might have a hard time with this!
It would be better if the clown asked for a volunteer, wouldn't it? (25)
But while proposing that the environment and society be more accepting and
accommodating of shyness is a very inclusive concept that complements a sociological
study of disability, and is a perspective almost entirely absent in these picture books, the
overall tone and damaging language of the Are You Shy undercuts these advances.
Finally, while Shyness Ins 'ta Minus: How to Turn Bashfulness into a Plus! by
J.S. Jackson operates on the surface in similar ways to Are You Shy?, as it is intended to
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both educate a non-shy reader and aid a shy one, the passive ideology within it and the
overall approach toward shyness drastically undermines the surface intentions. Once
again, the text opens with a "Message to Parents, Teachers, and Other Caring Adults,"
though it is more respectful than many of its counterparts:
As parents and teachers, one of our most important goals is helping shy children
learn to feel comfortable and confident in the ever-broadening social circles
they'll encounter as they grow up ... Rather than regarding shyness as a fault or
weakness, it's important for caring adults to recognize it as a unique gift which
can often foster a creative, imaginative soul. Many of our greatest writers, artists,
scientists, and composers are shy people who developed coping skills to function
successfully in most social situations. (i)
Right away, this text is distancing itself from the prevailing belief that shyness is
a "fault or weakness" and instead of insisting upon a "cured" extroverted final child. It
focuses, instead, on making shy children "feel comfortable and confident" and even
acknowledges many of the influential and historically-valuable people who also
happened to be shy. The rest of the text delivers its promises and continues to praise and
celebrate quietness and shyness, providing suggestions for shy readers on how to become
more comfortable, such as "making comfort circles" (6), "[f]inding a 'Hero "' (24), and
eventually "[h]elping other shy kids" (27). At no point does the text ever fully praise
extroversion or talking for the sake of fitting into the Extroverted Ideal, but instead
concerns itself with widening those initial "comfort circles" until the shy reader can feel
comfortable enough to function and socialize with a wider community.
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Though kind, a whole book designed to educate a shy and non-shy readership
about shyness still originates from a perspective that acknowledges shyness as an Other
within society; it inescapably feeds power and normativity back into the extroverted and
outgoing temperaments. Therefore, although Shyness lsn 'ta Minus succeeds in many
ways where other texts fail, in focusing so hard on not constructing shyness negatively, it
still highlights the prevailing stigmas about shyness and considers shyness a behavior
which needs adapting.
Nightmare Stories
Thus far, although almost all of the picture books have constructed a limiting and
heavily biased depiction of shyness, the shy characters have still mostly experienced
loving, supportive, and well-meaning surrounding characters who aim toward
transitioning the protagonists out of their shyness. Although relatively rare, there are a
surprising number of books which employ a very different means to encourage shy
characters toward extroversion. Instead of rewarding characters when they talk or work
toward extroversion with candy, appreciation, and recognition, these books instead force
characters into extroversion through punishment, frustration, and alienation. They enact
many of the stereotypical worst fears of a shy person until he or she finally breaks, into
an apparently stronger, more forceful character. For a shy individual who experiences a
heightened "fear of social disapproval or humiliation" (Cain 12), this hostile and negating
environment could be a living nightmare. Also, perhaps more so than any of the other
types of books, these stories place the greatest blame and responsibility of curing shyness
onto the shoulders of the shy individuals themselves. Instead of even entertaining the idea
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that a society might share a hand in the cultivation of shyness, it simply denies and
dismisses shy individuals until they conform.
In Tell Them My Name is Amanda by JoAnne Wold, the shy protagonist, Amanda,
is continually called by the wrong name by children at school, her older sister, and even
her teacher. Amanda is too shy to correct anyone or seek help; instead, she resolves that,
"[t]here was only one person to solve the problem. That was Amanda herself' (8).
Amanda then proceeds to find more and more inventive and creative ways to fix the
problem and alert everyone to their mistake, all without talking. To begin with, "[i]n
bold, black letters two lines high she put her name at the top of her school papers" (8)
which her teacher overlooks. Then, she begins wearing a nametag (10), wearing a T-shirt
that "had her name written on it, BIG, on the front and on the back" (11 emphasis in
original), she wrote on her shoes (12), sewed patches with her name on them into her
jeans (13), wrote her name on a big kite and "flew [it] all over the neighborhood" (18),
and wrote her name on a balloon and rode around with it on her bike (21). Finally, after
trying everything without any success, she goes and speaks to everyone who calls her by
the wrong name and corrects them one by one (22-4). Eventually, Amanda ends up "not
so shy anymore" (25).
Thus far, all of the other shy characters have found power and social recognition
through their voice, but no one has had to go to such lengths as Amanda to have
themselves be heard. Essentially, as much as the text would like to place the blame and
fault upon Amanda and her shyness, it is her community that actually fails her.
Throughout her story, Amanda makes it clear time and time again what her name is and
not a single person takes notice of her actions. Most disappointing is Amanda's teacher,
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who ought to have not only read her roster correctly, but should have noticed Amanda's
attempts. In most other children's book, she would be considered negligent and
insensitive, a failure as a teacher and authority figure. Yet she is never faulted in Tell
Them My Name is Amanda, except possibly through a reader's sympathy for Amanda's
frustration. The text itself ignores and punishes Amanda's creativity, innovation, and
genuine attempts at solving a socially-created problem and interacting with her
community in a way she feels comfortable with. Only once she obeys the rules of an
extroverted society, by speaking, is her opinion and whole identity validated.
Even more surprisingly, perhaps, is that a picture book written by a Newberry
Honor Award recipient also falls into this nightmare stories category. In Louder, Lili
written by Gennifer Choldenko, author of the award-winning Al Capone Does My Shirts,
Lili is also subjected to a similarly inattentive and aggressively extroverted community.
Not only does Lili's teacher mark her absent because she cannot hear Lili 's quiet voice
(1), a mistake that could have been easily avoided had the teacher merely looked up from
her roster, but Lili soon finds herself stuck with a loud, bossy partner named Cassidy who
takes credit for Lili's work (13), takes her cake during lunch (14), and claims the best
science equipment and books during class (14). In every way, Cassidy abuses Lili's
shyness and quietness, until finally she goes too far after giving the classroom guinea pig
a haircut (19) and is about to pour glue on it (20) when Lili shouts "STOP IT!" (21
emphasis in original). Lili rescues the guinea pig from Cassidy and makes a new friend in
a classmate who also cared deeply for the guinea pig. While Lili's story is a little less
extreme than Amanda's, the message is still clear and the frustrations still apparent. Lili,
like Amanda, is confined within a world which dismisses, overlooks, and devalues
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quietness and shyness, and only once she takes up an entire two page spread with her
scream, is her opinion registered and friendships made.
Finally, Emily Arnold McCully's Speak Up, Blanche! takes the nightmare stories
category a step even further by introducing surrounding extroverted characters who are
no longer just dismissive or neglectful, but actively annoyed with Blanche's shyness and
inability to operate on an extroverted level. Blanche's actress grandmother decides that in
order to overcome being "stagestruck" (3), Blanche must stay with some theater friends
until Blanche learns "the craft of acting" (3).Each character takes turns trying to teach
her different theater skills, beginning with Zaza who "was not thrilled, but agreed" (6).
After failing to speak loudly enough in two scenes, Zaza says "'For heaven's sake,
Blanche!' ... [and] stormed off the stage" (10), later exclaiming, "That Blanche is
hopeless!" (11). After more unsuccessful acting lessons, it is determined that Blanche
does not "belong on the stage" (13) and that "[s]he stinks!" (13). Observing all of this,
"Blanche looked out at the family, and she could see that they had all given up on her.
She wanted more than anything in the world to be a part of this lively group, but they
didn't want her at all!" (14). Blanche continues to experience the same hostility and
failure as she is placed in charge of the ticket booth (15) and collecting props from an
unknown neighbor (19). Finally, Blanche's frustration, just like Lili 's, bubbles over and
she shouts,
JUST A MINUTE! ... YOU WANT ME TO SHOW MY FEELINGS? WELL,
HERE THEY ARE! I FEEL BAD WHEN I CAN'T LEARN TO ACT! I FEEL
BAD WHEN I SPILL THE TICKETS! I FEEL BAD WHEN I CAN'T
BORROW PROPS FROM STRANGERS! BUT YOU AREN'T FAIR! I DRAW
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AND PAINT VERY WELL! I CAN MAKE WONDERFUL SETS FOR YOUR
PLAY! (21 emphasis in original)
To this, Zaza replies, "What a great performance!" (23). In her outburst, Blanche asserts
herself not only by speaking, but by announcing and being proud of her talents as an
artist; she even suggests a way in which she can be useful to the theater. Yet, despite the
legitimate power and newfound identity bolstered in her speech, Zara's interpretation of
it as a performance entirely undermines that agency. Instead of actually listening to
Blanche's words, Zara is applauding her simply because she is speaking and being
verbally aggressive. Blanche is being praised not as an artist or even as someone standing
up for her own dignity, but simply as a newly unveiled extrovert. She simply now fits
into Zara's understanding of the world, in which acting, performance, and drama is
equated with extroversion, and therefore power.
Much of Blanche's experience aligns with Lili and Amanda's, as she must
actively fight back, in an extroverted way, to have herself be heard and recognized. This
shift toward distinctly resentful, annoyed, and unsympathetic characters significantly
adds to nightmarish quality in this story, where not only does Blanche feel like she is
incompetent and disliked, as Anne in The Shy Little Girl does or Are You Shy generalizes,
but these often considered irrational fears are an actual reality for Blanche. In many ways,
these books create the perfect environment to cultivate a shy character, in which their
timid and hesitant feelings would be entirely reasonable, and possibly even common; yet,
these texts still serve to isolate and stigmatize shyness to the point of explosively
breaking their characters out of it.
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Moving Forward and Breaking Out
While the majority of this thesis will focus on the unfortunately prevailing
negative stereotypes and misunderstandings of shyness, within each age range I intend to
highlight books that begin to challenge the dominant narratives of shyness and present a
more complicated, respectful, and inclusive construction. Much like the critical essays
and books such as Cain's Quiet: The Power ofIntroverts in a World that Can't Stop
Talking, Lane's Shyness: How Shyness Became a Sickness, and Herdon's "Disparate But
Disabled: Fat Embodiment and Disability Studies," that force readers to rethink their
assumptions and investigate their ideologies about shyness or disability, the following
books are pioneers in their field as they demand a critical, open-minded reader willing to
question the countless extrovert-favoring narratives that currently saturate the market.
These are the books that look forward to a better cultural narrative and acceptance of
shyness, that refuse to simply regurgitate the present stigmatized, and often offensive,
construction. While they may not be perfect, as shyness and disability are constantly
renegotiated and evolving subjects, each one breaks from the tradition in some significant
way.
Books such as Shyness Isn't a Minus began to shift the focus away from
specifically curing shyness, concerning themselves more with the wellbeing and comfort
of shy people. In Mary Lee Donovan's Snuffles Makes a Friend, for example, the story is
actually told from the perspective of a non-shy character, Snuffles, who "loved visitors ..
. So all the neighbors came to Snuffles's house. All the neighbors, that is, except for her
new next-door neighbor, Percy" (1 ). Perplexed by this, Snuffles intends to find out why
Percy never visits, and invites him over to listen to some marching band music (5), which
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Percy declines. At the suggestion of another friend that Percy might be shy, Snuffles
reevaluates her actions based on this new realization, concluding that, "marching music
can be loud if you're not in the mood for it" (7 emphasis in original). Time and again,
Snuffles tries to reach out to Percy, each time realizing a possible negative or unattractive
quality of her proposal, such as the fact that "parties can be tiring" (13 emphasis in
original). At times the conclusions are not even associated with Percy's shyness, such as
the fact that "too many sweets can be bad for you" (10 emphasis in original). Although
Snuffles is continually overlooking the fact that Percy may be declining due to the fact
that Snuffles is always inviting him over to join a group of people, the fact that Snuffles
consistently renegotiates her own ideas and preferences indicates that Snuffles is willing
to accommodate Percy and consider his side of the offer, even if she is initially
misunderstanding Percy's shyness. Finally, Snuffles finds out from Percy that the reason
he continually declines her invites is because there are "[t]oo many people all at one time.
I'm shy" (17). Eventually, Percy actually invites Snuffles into his house and "Snuffles
and Percy went inside, just the two of them. They shared a sweet potato pie, drank
raspberry tea, and became good friends" (21). This is an excellent example of a narrative
which accommodates and considers shyness, rather than forcing the shy individual to
operate within the Extrovert Ideal. Instead of becoming frustrated, mad, or even hurt by
Percy's continual declines, Snuffles, instead, understands very quickly that not every
person is like her and thus their reactions and preferences cannot be judged by her
personal values. She makes it a point for herself to meet Percy on his level and respect his
decisions, which are traits far and few between in these picture books.
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Rosemary Wells' Shy Charles, takes a very different approach to shyness and
would almost constitute as another nightmare story except for a few small, but
significant, differences. On the very first page, Charles is illustrated rollerblading and the
text simply states, "Charles was happy as he could be" (1 ), and on the next page, "But he
liked to play alone" (2). The story then establishes Charles' shyness by describing the
different ways he does not interact with his neighbors or answer the phone.When he is
too shy to answer the shopkeeper and instead hides in a flour sack (7), his mother
responds outside the store with, "I'm so embarrassed ... You never say good-bye or
thank you. Lucky for you that I'm so nice.Another mother would spank you!" (8).At
dinner that evening, his parents declare that, "This can't go on ... I'm sick and tired of
thank-you fights" (9) and they enroll him in ballet, where "[f]or a week he pretended to
be asleep" (12). Then, they force him to join the football team, where Charles is so afraid
he "trembled like an autumn leaf' (16), and his dad got mad and said, "You're a jelly
roll! You're just a cowardly custard. You're like a sandwich without the bread ... How
will you ever go to school or find a job or get married?" (18).Finally, that night the
babysitter falls down the stairs while Charles is playing in his room. He manages to sit
her upright on the couch and "call[s] the emergency service" (25). At the end of the book,
Charles is praised and called "a prince, a gem, a hero! ... And everyone shout[s],
'Thank you, Charles!' But Charles [says]... Zero" (26-28).
What sets this book apa11 from the many other narratives where shy characters are
rewarded for being brave or speaking, is that not only does Charles never transition and
the text does not lament this stagnation, but Charles is also noted as being very happy
continually throughout the text, except for when he is forced into situations. He begins
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"happy as he could be" ( 1) and then later when he is left alone again, he "played happily
in his room. He made a spaceship out of chairs" (23). Clearly, Charles himself does not
fit the common stereotype of the painfully shy character trapped by his own fear and
embarrassment. Though his shyness exhibit a certain level of pain, as evidenced by his
embarrassment and fear in the shop with his mother, many narratives choose only to
portray shy characters constantly tormented by their shyness, secretly wishing they could
shed their restrictive fears. Yet Charles, with the exception of being forced into social
situations, seems perfectly content with just his own creative imagination and does not
seem to suffer from a lack of extroversion.
David Mack's The Shy Creatures also celebrates the rich inner life of a shy
character.When the shy girl's class is asked, "[w]hat do you want to be when you grow
up?" (3) the narrative then follows along in the shy girl's hypothetical conversation with
her teacher as she describes her fantasy job of being "a doctor to the shy creatures" (3).
When hypothetically asked to explain, the shy girl replies, "What about Bigfoot? ...
What if Bigfoot stubbed his big toe?" (5-6) to which the teacher insists, "Bigfoot isn't
real" (7) and the shy girl retorts, "That's no reason to ignore him! ...Maybe he is real.
Maybe he's just shy" (7). The hypothetical conversation continues between the shy girl
and teacher as the girl lists off various mythical creatures such as "the Loch Ness
[monster]" (9), a unicorn (1 I), a dragon (14), "Grey Aliens" (27), and the Chupacabra
(29) and their various comical ailments that she would heal and fix. As the book goes on,
the examples become more outrageous and humorous, eliciting comments from the rest
of the class such as "Good idea!" (32) and "HA HA HA!" (42 emphasis in original). The
book becomes a whirlwind of hypothetical fun between the girl and her class, as they
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seemingly relish in her offbeat and imaginative ideas until the final page that depicts her
sitting timidly at her desk behind a huge stack of books with the text, "[w Jell, she would
have, if she weren't so shy" (45) underneath.
At first, this ending seems to highlight the alienation and disconnect the shy girl
feels between herself and the rest of her world and the reader may be positioned to mourn
the fact that her class will never know how funny and inventive she is. While I still
believe this to be a valid interpretation of the ending, there is also a more optimistic way
of reading this text. First, just like Charles, the shy girl clearly does not transition out of
her shyness, nor is there a clear indication that she wants to, and thus this book breaks the
cardinal rule of shyness as a transitory state. Second, while her classmates may never
benefit from the fantastic inner workings of her mind, the readers do. Perhaps, by
drawing the audience in so closely, regardless of whether they are shy or not, it may
remind them that there can often be a very interesting, enjoyable person inside someone
who is quiet and that by taking the time to reach out and be inclusive, they can grow to
share those imaginative worlds.
Though very optimistic, this approach does have flaws of its own and can
generalize shy people in its own way, albeit in a possibly more positive manner. In
assuming that all shy people are highly imaginative and creative, it overlooks the fact that
shyness is not exclusive only to the artistic-minded, a stereotype which will be addressed
further in chapter two. It may also place a further pressure upon a non-imaginative shy
individual by implying that the pathway to friendship is through creativity, and that a
willingness to share that inner world and a desire to connect at all is essential. In
constructing shy individuals as almost too interesting, or possibly exotic, this could create
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a damaging and generally limiting understanding and acceptance of shyness as a whole.
Nevertheless, whether progressive or saddening, Mack does create a new narrative which
not only celebrates the imagination and creativity of an introverted thinker, but divorces
itself from shyness as a transitory state.
Finally, David A. Carter's I'm Shy, described on the cover as a "Bashful little
pop-up book," introduces possibly the simplest method of inclusion throughout this
whole selection. Shyness and bashfulness clearly are the main topics of this book, yet, the
narrative itself makes no effort to transition, problematize, or dissuade the protagonist
from shyness. Instead, the character is merely introduced and then disappears within
seven pages. The entirety of the text that accompanies the emergence of the protagonist is
as follows: "Who's in the hole?" (1), "Won't you please come out? Don't be afraid" (2),
"Who are you?" (3), "I'm a bashful octopus. I'm shy" (4), "I think I'll go now" (5), "It
was nice to meet you" (6), "Bye-bye" (7). All of the action in the picture book centers
around the octopus slowly emerging from a dark hole until it is fully visible on page four
and then it retreats back again. Although it could be argued that the text does essentialize
the octopus by exclusively defining it by its shyness and bashfulness, by also refusing to
politicize or buy into any of the stereotypes surrounding shyness, the book successfully
introduces a shy character without generating any anxiety or insulting any shy readers.
This book alone cannot serve as the best representation of shyness throughout
children's literature, but it does represent an entirely refreshing and anxiety-free
construction of shyness, in which shyness is just another facet of identity. The fact that
the octopus is shy does not create a problem for either the protagonist or the reader,
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which makes this book unique and groundbreaking for its straightforward approach to
shyness.
With the exception of these final books, shyness is clearly still a trait
misunderstood, misrepresented, generalized, and feared on a larger social level. These
narratives are quick to judge and cure, and are invested largely in prevention and
separation, so that no child reader emerges without knowing the dangers and
disadvantages of being shy in this society. While there are some books which seek to
subvert dominant ideologies and rethink stereotypes, possibly the greatest shift in
progressive and respectful shy literature is to move away from the transitory narrative
and reinvest in a social model of disability, wherein shyness is no longer an all
encompassing identity, nor is it independent or unaffected by a larger social influence.
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Chapter II: Chapter Books
The Uncomfortable Middle Child: Where Mediocrity is the Most Complex

Shyness, like many other facets of identity, is never static; it develops and evolves
within individuals and as a cultural construction with an ever-growing conversation
rooted in science, psychology, childhood development, and disability studies. However,
while its manifestations and treatment methods frequently adapt to suit audience
expectations and age, the extroverted-centered ideologies that surround and permeate the
temperament seldom vary. Although each of these chapters will highlight some of the
more progressive and respectful depictions of shyness, the unfortunate truth is that these
favorable texts are still a rarity. In fact, this study primarily documents the many ways in
which Children's and YA literature fail both their shy and non-shy readers.
The transition from picture books to chapter booksiii may not at first seem as
dramatic as the shift to YA novels, but this relatively small leap in age range is still
significant. In J.A. Appleyard's Becoming A Reader: The Experience of Fiction from
Childhood to Adulthood, Appleyard theorizes that an individual's relationship with
reading and fiction develops with age and can be separated into five distinct periods:
"early childhood - reader as player; later childhood - reader as hero and heroine;
adolescence - reader as thinker; college and beyond - reader as interpreter and adulthood
- the pragmatic reader" (quoted in Brittain). In comparing just the development from
early to later childhood, clearly there is a substantial ideological difference between the
reader connecting to the text as a "player" or imagining themselves as, and relating to, the
hero of the work. In defining these stages, Appleyard describes the player-aged child as
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"not yet a reader but a listener to stories, [who] becomes a confident player in a fantasy
world that images realities, fears, and desires in forms that the child slowly learns to sort
out and control" (Appleyard 14). During the hero period:
The school-aged child is the central figure of a romance that is constantly being
rewritten as the child's picture of the world and of how people behave within it is
filled in and clarified. Stories here seem to be an alternate, more organized, and
less ambiguous world than the world of pragmatic experience, one the reader
easily escapes into and becomes involved with. (14)
In her article "An Examination into the Portrayal of Deaf Characters and Deaflssues in
Picture Books for Children," Children's Literature and disability scholar, Isabel Brittain,
argues that although Appleyard
asserts that 'the most important circumstance of all is that children at [the player
age] do not read; they are read to' ... Being read to is not a passive activity for
the child; it normally involves direct interaction with the text: pointing, holding,
repeating words, phrases, clapping, singing, commenting, asking questions and
close examinations of the illustrations.
Although these picture books are about, and often aimed at, shy children, the act
of reading a picture book for this age range is typically social. Not only is the child
interacting with a parent or older reader, but because of this added authority supervising
his or her interaction with and interpretation of the text, the child is in a position to be
overtly directed toward ce1iain ideologies. The child is rewarded for reading, being
social, and for interpreting con-ectly, as determined by the older reader.
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Conversely, once the reader reaches the hero age range, the entire dynamic of
reading changes. In "Everygirl's Good Deeds: The Heroics of Nancy Drew," Anne H.
Lundin quotes Margaret Meeks in stating, "[r]eading is an anti-social activity for most
eleven-year olds" (124). The child now no longer relies on adults or older readers and has
full, unsupervised access to their texts. The world ofreading and interpreting is also now
internal and personal, as the reader must make sense of the text for his or herself.
This newly "anti-social" activity creates an interesting dilemma for children's
books invested in writing about shyness in the hopes ofcuring it. As a text intended for
older children, it must now fulfill the interpellative desires ofadults, provide an enjoyable
and cathartic escape for the child, and encourage sociability and extroversion even as an
activity that fundamentally isolates children and pulls them out of social interaction. In
addition to all of this contradictory pressure, the reality of writing shy books for an older
shy audience also plays a considerable factor in the overall approach to shyness in
chapter books.
In The Shy Child: Helping Children Triumph over Shyness, former clinical
director of a pediatric psychiatry, Ward K. Swallow, Ph.D. sums up the prevailing tone
and approach toward shyness in both chapter and YA texts when he quips, "what was
cute at age six, may be debilitating at thi1iy-six" (7). While his comment may seem
offhand and snappy, the message behind it is clear: the longer someone is shy, the more
unacceptable and presumably disabling it becomes. While the picture books are overtly
addressing shyness as an abnormal and unacceptable behavior, they are actually
comparatively less anxious in their approach to shyness, with the exception of the
nightmare story examples. Their method is direct and blunt, with the intention of catching
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it early and a belief that it can be cured. Chapter books are concerned with a shyness that
was not caught or cured early or has possibly developed later in age, during a time when
childhood friendships and personalities are beginning to cement as they near adolescence.
Their shyness is losing its novelty and presumably verging on the anti-social and
disability. In response, the approaches chapter books take toward curing or redeeming
shyness are founded on a low level of desperation and actually manifest in more indirect
and subtle methods: mislabeling or unlabeling shyness, relying on mild idiot-savant and
super crip tropes, and using pet narratives to either coax shy readers away from their
shyness (a tactic leaning back toward picture books) or simply ostracize them until they
redeem themselves with something worthy of attention (harkening toward the even more
severe YA tactics). In both situations, while the tone of these methods seems a little more
unforgiving and resentful, the narrative of shyness as a transitional and unacceptable state
remains the backbone of their constrnctions.
Picture Book Leftovers and Pet Narratives
Chapter texts do introduce new methods of dealing with shyness, but the age
range and literature is largely located ideologically between the low-anxiety, ostensibly
simpler and earnest picture book narratives and the dramatic, traumatic, and sometimes
uncomfortable YA texts. In this way, the literature, much like the age range itself, is
caught in a unique and often contradictory or frustrated cocktail of earnestness, fear,
confusion, and hesitancy. As a group, the category is unsure whether to continue trying to
cure shyness and gladly welcome these newly fixed characters back into power, or to
abandon and them as confusing, liminal characters not yet dangerous, but still unstable.
On the surface, none of these texts are particularly abrasive or negative, and, in fact, are
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almost all fairly upbeat and entertaining novels, but their confusion on how to approach
and deal with shyness, coupled with their apparent pathological need to fix it, ends up
manifesting itself in subtly invalidating ways.
There are still many texts that wish to continue the picture book approach. Some
novels, such as Dorothy Nathan's The Shy One, despite its format as a novel, almost
perfectly follows the rhythm and structure of a picture book triumph over shyness. In The
Shy One Dorothy struggles with shyness both in and outside of school, and she has
trouble making friends or participating in the school paper drive that requires her to go
door to door collecting old newspapers for her school. Her shyness eventually jeopardizes
her relationship with her fourteen-year-old uncle when she is too afraid to knock on a
stranger's door for the paper drive, and in doing it for her, her uncle embarrasses himself
in front of the school principal (109). By the end of the novel, after developing the
courage to talk to strangers, Dorothy earns Max's trust back and cures her shyness (173).
At no point is there any real character development or exploration of shyness itself, only
a shift from shy to confident. This novel is, therefore, only concerned with confirming
shyness as a disadvantageous temperament.
This same, low-anxiety approach is also reflected in the Pet Narratives category
that typically include elementary to middle school-aged characters in chapter books and
some picture books, such as Barbara Cain's I Don't Know Why ... I Guess I'm Shy, which
was discussed in the first chapter. In both I Don't Know Why and Ilene Cooper's Lucy on
the Loose, the texts narrate almost identical plots in which a shy young boy relies almost
exclusively on the friendship of his pet dog, and only once the dog runs away and the boy
must talk to his neighbors in search of the dog does he overcome his shyness. In these
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two stories, both boys, Sammy Samson (I Don't Know Why ... ) and Bobby Quinn
(Lucy ... ), end as more confident and outgoing characters than when they began, which
would usually indicate a complete transition away from shyness and the stigmatization
that follows it. However, the frequency with which pets appear as best friends, as
substitutes for human friends, or even as protagonists (which could complete the same
human-animal bond between character and reader) in shy literature is something that
warrants consideration. In each case, the shy characters are essentially cured by their dog
and not by themselves or another human.
This desire to pair shy children off with animals may be an attempt to point
toward the romanticized sensitive nature of shy and quiet individuals. In Quiet, Susan
Cain discusses Dr. Elain Aron's research and work on "highly sensitive" people, for
which Aron eventually compiled a list of twenty-seven traits or descriptors. Cain states
that "[a]ccording to Aron's research, the majority, though not all, of sensitive people are
introverts" (134). While this statement identifies only introverts specifically, and it is still
important to distinguish between introversion and shyness, many of the sensitive traits
highlighted by Aron can describe or overlap between introversion and shyness. For
instance, in summarizing Aron's work, Cain describes some of the commonalities of
highly sensitive people, such as their "tend[ency] to be keen observers who look before
they leap. They arrange their lives in ways that limit surprises ... They have difficulty
when being observed (at work, say, or performing at a music recital) or judged for
general worthiness (dating,job, interviews)" (136). For the most part, Aron's
requirements to determine a highly sensitive person center on overstimulation and focus
on how an individual reacts to this overstimulation. For a highly sensitive person, loud
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environments, too many people, having "a lot going on at once," or "chaotic scenes" (The
Highly Sensitive Person) can create intense discomfort and often results in a feeling of

being "frazzled" (THSP) or a "[need] to withdraw during busy days, into bed or into a
darkened room or any place where [he or she] can have some privacy and relief from
stimulation" (THSP).
These descriptions could easy describe an introvert or a shy person, or
occasionally any person regardless of temperament, yet, shyness more so than
introversion alone seems socially linked to these discussions of sensitivity. Possibly due
to the social discomfort and painful experience cultivated by shyness and Western
society's current approach to shyness, sensitivity is often considered an inherent attribute
to shyness.Anyone who blushes, gets stage frights, or is too afraid to answer questions in
class must be highly sensitive, and thus the word is constantly linked to the temperament.
In many cases, shy individuals may indeed be highly sensitive and are, by definition,
sensitive to certain social situations; however, to label or associate shyness itself with
high sensitivity can also be misleading.
In addition to the similar reactions to bold stimuli and a predisposition to being
overstimulated, Aron's research also suggests a correlation between being highly
sensitive and an appreciation for or connection to the arts and other aesthetics. For
instance,
The highly sensitive tend to be philosophical or spiritual in their orientation ...
They often describe themselves as creative or intuitive...They dream vividly ...
They love music, nature, art, physical beauty. They feel exceptionally strong
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emotions - sometimes acute bouts of joy, but also sorrow, melancholy, and fear ..
. sometimes they're highly empathetic. (Cain 136-7)
Although these types of descriptions are fairly generalized, they are especially potent
when constructing child shy characters. In The Highly Sensitive Person's self-test
collected from Aron, one of the descriptors is "When I was a child, my parents or
teachers seemed to see me as sensitive or shy." Again, although the two are separated by
an "or," the question can only be answered for both, which essentially equated the two as
at least similar and reinforces this association.
Aron and Cain's discussion of highly sensitive people is very pertinent to these
Pet Narratives, as they feed into similar ideologies. In some ways, it may seem respectful
and complimentary to describe shy people as highly sensitive, as it associates a developed
aesthetic appreciation, proclivity for deep thought, empathy, and at times "unusually
strong consciences" (Cain 137) to shyness itself. Characters like Sammy and Bobby, if
understood to be sensitive, are repainted as perhaps more empathetic and conscientious as
they bravely search for their missing dogs. Their deep love and connection with their
animals is understood to be indicative of a kind, nurturing temperament, but this only
masks the underlying message that these characters are still incapable of socially
functioning correctly in their worlds.
For the Pet Narratives especially, this concentration on softness itself begins to
reveal the more unaccepting ideologies driving their plots and an overall desire to
undermine the shy protagonists. In "Zoophilpsychosis: Why Animals Are What's Wrong
with Sentimentality," Williamette University English professor, Tobias Menely states
that "it remains a commonplace that there is something emblematically sentimental about
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loving animals" (247). Once again, it is important to note that sensitivity and
sentimentality, especially when regarding aesthetic or artistic preferences, are not one and
the same, yet the two are often associated or considered products of one another in a
larger social consciousness. Therefore, sentimentality plays an important role in Pet
Narratives and when describing more empathetic shy narratives. Menely begins by
pointing out that "[t]here are few emotional imperatives in Anglo-American culture so
widely accepted, if hazily understood, as those embedded in the perception that there is
something essentially suspect about sentimentality" (244), and that sentimentality is a
largely disrespected and ridiculed aesthetic device or temperament. For many of the same
reasons shyness is considered meek and unattractive, being sentimental is weak and often
considered insincere, "[t]he term remains a favorite epithet among reviewers, middlebrow
and highbrow alike, for whom sentimental art is by definition bad art. A film or novel
deemed sentimental requires little consideration" (Menely 244). By extension, these
presumed sensitive and sentimental shy characters are not truly worth the reader's
sympathies or real consideration. Instead, they occupy an entire book in which their
constructed identity as shy is negated and problematic to the surrounding extroverted
characters.
Menely goes on to argue that, "[b]y another definition, it is not sentimental
feelings but rather their objects that are false. Although the sentiments may be heartfelt,
they fail to correspond to reality. The problem with sentimentality, in this sense, is not a
deceitful self but a deceived ... understanding of others" (245). Though Menely does not
touch upon shyness in his article, his observation here almost perfectly highlights the
assumed problem with shy characters: society deems them dysfunctional and useless.
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Their temperament seems to disconnect them from an extrovert's reality and thus they
must also have a "deceived ... understanding of others (245). Sensitivity, empathy, and
sentimentality are romanticized and limited stereotypes associated with shyness. They
may at first seem like kinder, more positive portrayals, but at their core, they once again
methodically negate and humiliate shy characters who are deemed entirely ineffective in
this real world.
Mislabeled/Unlabeled
Unlike the picture books, which are very quick to identify and announce shyness
within a text, the chapter books begin a trend to mislabel and disown shyness; wherein
characters could be read as possibly shy without ever being specifically being described
as such. Conversely, readers are also quick to mislabel a character as shy in summaries or
descriptions of texts when characters are simply studious, quiet, or most often social
outcasts. These growing instances of mislabeled and unlabeled shyness, while seemingly
superficial, contribute to the social narrative and construction of shyness and often
regurgitate offensive, generalized opinions, or at the very least circulate misinfonnation.
In my studies, while it is clear that there is a wealth of texts discussing shyness for
all ages, the number of descriptions and summaries which misidentify characters as shy
end up making the search for a real shy character feel at times like a needle in a haystack.
In many cases, quietness, nerdiness, or any fonn of social angst and isolation is enough to
have reviewers defining characters as shy, at times even painfully shy; yet, upon actual
analysis, many characters turn out to be introverted, and some even fairly extroverted.
Most of the time, quiet or introverted characters are the mislabeled types, whose
temperaments and behaviors could, to any character inside the text, be interpreted as shy.
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Surprisingly often, reviewers also determine shyness from any level of social angst or
Otherness. In Mary Elizabeth Anderson's Gracie Grannan: Middle School Zero, for
instance, one Amazon reviewer, M. Canavan, summarizes the plot:
Gracie Gannon hates her hair, can't afford contacts (Dad was laid-off), her clothes
are a mess, and she struggles with math. Worse yet, her old friend turned against
her. .. Through encouragement from her mother and her church group, Gracie
overcomes her shyness by focusing on the needs of others. She befriends a deaf
girl, and an over-weight camper, and learns much from each. Her new-found
wisdom enables her to enjoy these friendships to [mutual] benefit. She moves
beyond her self-centeredness to self-confidence.
In the text, Gracie does experience tough times at home and social anxiety as her
old friends abandon her after her father loses his job, yet, her internal dialogue and
behavior would still not characterize her as shy. For instance, when trying to reconnect
with her old friends, Gracie physically inserts herself into the middle seat of their
classroom table, to which one friend replies, '"Quit pushing, Gracie! You almost knocked
the books out of my arms!' Elbows jabbed and eyes glared at [Gracie] as [she] tried to
wiggle [her] way into the center of the row" (4). Even after attracting attention during the
beginning of class and receiving "glare[s]," Gracie thinks to herself, "I won't give up! But
even with pushing, shoving, and all the noise and excitement, I couldn't scoot into the
center of the group" (4 emphasis in original). Although it could certainly be argued that,
considering Gracie is with her old friends and in a familiar environment, she would not
feel shy, but her need to be in the center, forcing herself in there despite all the glaring,
attention, and physical obstacles, would still typically characterize Gracie as most likely
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not shy. It is, of course, difficult to define shyness from external observation and no clear
indication from the author, however, I believe Cain's definition that "[s]hyness is the fear
of social disapproval or humiliation ...[and] is inherently painful" (12) works the best
because it not only allows for a slightly broader interpretation, but also encapsulates the
core essence or feeling of shyness. Using this definition, Gracie's actions and
aggressiveness, albeit against her familiar friends, would still mostly push her outside of
the spectrum of shyness. Not only is she behaving as such in front of an entire classroom,
but, clearly, she is garnering some level of "social disapproval or humiliation."
Instead, it seems more likely that the reviewer simply assumed Gracie was also
shy because of her outcast status in her school, her lack of friendships in the beginning of
the novel, and quite possibly because of the title. Essentially, Gracie begins the novel at
her school as a zero and an outcast, which shows how shyness, social awkwardness, and
quietness are too commonly and simply associated with that characterization.
In addition to the more negative and insulting instances of mislabeling, are ones
that merely confuse a quiet character as being shy without any real evidence to suggest
shyness. This mislabeling occurs in an editorial review by Ilene Cooper writing for
Booklist on Amazon for Ivy + Bean and the Ghost That Had to Go, by Annie Barrow and
Sophie Blackball. In the review, Cooper describes Ivy as being shy. In the first book of
the series, Ivy + Bean, when the reader is first introduced to Ivy, Bean reflects, "[t]hat
was another strange thing about Ivy. She didn't mind being alone. She never played with
anyone" (25). Ivy would most likely be considered an introvert, as she seems to
genuinely enjoy her solitude and require it more so than energetic Bean; yet, from this
first description, even though it is from Bean's perspective, the text does not seem to
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suggest any sense of discomfort or feelings of alienation or isolation iV, instead she seems
content in both the text and the illustrations. When Ivy and Bean first interact, Ivy
actually initiates it and invites Bean over to her house while they hide from Bean's
mother and sister. At no point does the text express any form of unease or nervousness
from Ivy, which could hint toward a level of social discomfort. Therefore, while there is
not enough text to entirely conclude whether Ivy is definitely not shy, to label her as
definitely shy is a mistake, one that only continues to muddy distinctions and propagate
misinformation, allowing shy to become a term casually fastened to every quiet character.
This instance is far less insulting; Ivy is a strong, independent, imaginative, and
likable character who is also quiet and thoughtful. Yet, despite what would most likely
have been favorable representation of shyness, mislabeling introversion as shyness and
vice versa is still problematic and can create misunderstandings and lead to damaging or
uncomfortable assumptions. Therefore, there needs to be a greater differentiation placed
between shyness and introversion, one that recognizes that while many introverts do at
times feel uncomfortable in social situations and are typically drained by extensive social
interactions, their discomfort is different from that inspired by shyness. These distinctions
are subtle, especially to an extroverted audience and society which considers all versions
of quietness to be confusing and threatening, but it is fundamentally imperative to
understand the different motivations and experiences introversion and shyness cultivate.
Only in doing so can each personality trait find a valuable, comfortable place within
society where it is neither limited by assumptions nor forced to perform extroversion.

Super Crips and Idiot-Savants
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Possibly most common of all the dismissal techniques in chapter books with shy
characters is to establish or develop the character into a super crip or mild idiot-savant in.
In "Disability Bias in Children's Literature," Children's Literature and disability studies
scholars, Ellen Rubin and Emily Strauss Watson, summarize eleven of the most common
and problematic stereotypes of disability in children's literature. In defining super crip,
they state that,
All too often, in order to be accepted both in children's literature and in real life,
people with disabilities are put in positions of being over-achievers. Thus, people
with disabilities are thought to be endowed with super powers, ranging from the
paraplegic detective, Ironside, to social activist, Helen Keller. (61)
At first glance, this may seem like a positive and empowering approach to depicting
disability, as it usually establishes the character as capable, brilliant, morally upstanding
individuals by essentially glorifying or pigeonholing the disabled character into the
definition of selflessness and humanity; it contains that character and limits them to a
static existence. Moreover, choosing to focus so heavily on these characters' abilities,
talents, or brilliance becomes a way in which these characters are socially redeemed for
their transgression. Disabled characters should be valuable, respected, and considered
capable by nature of being human, not just because they are disabled and maintain
straight A's while tutoring students in physics and volunteering in animal shelters on the
weekend.
In shy children's literature, the super crip characters are defined and redeemed
most often by their artistic or intellectual"ability. For instance, to revisit McCully's Speak
Up, Blanche! from the picture book chapter, Blanche undergoes a litany of social
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embarrassments and personal horrors before finally being allowed to paint the scenery for
the play.Time and again, she is tested on her abilities as an actress, to run the ticket
booth, and to run errands in which she must engage with strangers. She fails every task,
disappointing her grandmother's friends, and when her frustration finally reaches its
boiling point, she explodes and chastises them for not being fair because they have not
given her a chance to show off her real talent, painting. Her vocal explosion begins her
transition from shyness and earns her a temporary audience with her grandmother's
friends, it is not until she follows through and proves her ability as an artist and
contributes to their play that they accept her into their group and celebrate her
achievements. Aside from her failures, Blanche is entirely built upon two characteristics:
that she is shy and she can paint. This itself belittles and contains her as a complicated,
passionate, and wronged character who should not have to fight for basic respect and
approval.
Similarly, Robert Burch's King Kong and Other Poets is told from the perspective
of a non-shy protagonist, Andy, who is perplexed by the shy new girl, Marilyn. The
entire book begins with, "What was the new girl's name?" (3) and continues with Andy's
fairly insulting internal comments and judgments of Marilyn. When considering her
silence for the whole first week in class, he concludes that "[i]t was partly her fault ...
that nobody knew her" (5) and when Marilyn is forced to the front of the classroom by
the teacher, Andy considers her "mousy" and that "[n]o wonder nobody's paid any
attention to her. Her hair was stringy and not quite brown, not really blond. Dishwate1y . .
. Her clothes, although they looked new, were also drab; they might be called dishwatery,
too" (6 emphasis in original). Essentially, although Andy has quite clearly noticed
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Marilyn a lot and will grow to like her throughout the book, she begins steeped in
blandness and almost an absence of character. Only once she wins the county-wide
poetry contest does her class pay any real attention to her and begin to accept her.
Unlike Blanche, whose artistic abilities were utilized by her fellow artisans for
collective creativity, Marilyn's artistic talents simultaneously allow her to enter into the
dominant social structure, but also regulate her always slightly to the frige. As a
mysterious, talented artist, her eccentricity is acceptably abnormal and possibly even
entertaining or amusing. In her situation, her unacceptability is explained away by her
talent, as her teacher defends Marilyn's unconventional fashion sense by stating that "[a]
poet should be judged by what she writes, not what she wears" (32). Marilyn and other
abnormal, eccentric, and disabled characters are granted a leeway in normative behavior,
so long as they continue to produce genius. If, however, Marilyn was entirely average
and plain, then Andy would probably still consider her "dishwashery" and not think she
"sparkle[ d]" (42).
Average Alvin
Finally, just as Shy Charles, Shy Creatures, and I'm Shy reimagine the shy
children's picture book and challenge its confining stereotypes, so too, does Lenore
Look's Alvin Ho series. In fact, while I'm Shy reveled in its absolute anxiety-free
introduction of shyness, but stopped short of character development, and Shy Creatures
celebrated the highly imaginative and fantastic mind of a young, shy girl, but incidentally
applauded only the creative and artistically-minded, Look's Ho series manages to bridge
many of these gaps and offer a more complex, dynamic, and progressive construction of a
shy young boy. In the first book, Alvin Ho: Allergic to Girls, School, and Other Scary
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Things, Alvin is introduced immediately as "afraid of many things" (1) which he
proceeds to list. Alvin has also "never spoken a word in school. Even when [he tries] with
all [his] might, [he] always manage[s] to say nothing at all" (5). This statement, though
fairly typical of a shy child character, is juxtaposed with an illustration in which Alvin is
boldly posing in his best super-hero stance and wearing a billowing cape, a mask, and a
colander on his head. Clearly, although in almost every other book addressing shyness,
that type of comment would be steeped in anxiety, fear, pity, and followed up with a
promise to fix this child, Alvin's confident and silly pose completely undermines and
discourages any feelings of anxiety. He is clearly happy, playful, and confident in his
own skin, at least some of the time.
Alvin's shyness is slightly different from some of the other characters, as he
explains, "[m]y voice works at home. It works in the car. It even works on the school bus.
But as soon as I get to school... I am as silent as a side of beef' (5). Unlike some of the
other characters who feel more alienated and nervous all of the time, Alvin is able to
relax, express himself, and socialize at home and with friends most of the time, just not at
school. Due to his situation, which may complement or lessen the pain of his shyness, it
might at first appear that Alvin has an easier time with his shyness compared to other
characters, but Look never hesitates to address Alvin's shyness and anxieties. Alvin
regularly goes to see a psychiatrist for his shyness in school and his occasionally
debilitating anxieties. This information might often be used in other narratives as a plot
device to prove a shy character's instability, and promote an association between shyness
and mental illness, but the fact that Look constructs Alvin as having a range of emotions
and characteristics is what truly makes him dynamic and stand apart from previous
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characters. Alvin's visits to the psychiatrist are never presented as shameful or hidden
away,; they are just as indicative of his pain and fears as his ease and confidence at home
are of his happiness and sociability, and neither one negates the other.
In each of her book titles, Alvin's nervousness, anxieties, and discomfort are on
full display with Alvin Ho: Allergic to Camping, Hiking, and Other Natural Disasters
and Alvin Ho: Allergic to Birthday Parties, Science Projects, and Other Man-Made
Catastrophes. In every cover illustration, Alvin is depicted squirming in fear,
apprehension, or insecurity; yet, the surrounding colors are always bright and inviting,
and he is often accompanied by a friend. Therefore, while his discomfort is real and
serious, and often overwhelming in his own life, Look never entirely focuses on it.
Alvin's life is comprised of as much fun, adventure, and happiness as it is fearful and
daunting. In this way, Look takes a more holistic approach to presenting Alvin, not
merely as a stock shy character, but as a developed, detailed, and unique character who
dresses up as a superhero when he's not at school and also happens to be shy. Alvin's
relationship with his shyness and anxiety is one perpetually rooted in curiosity and
creativity; he is perpetually perfecting his "PDK - Personal Disaster Kit" (Allergic to
Girls 7) in case of the imminent emergencies he assumes will happen. In Allergic to
Camping, Hiking, and Other Natural Disasters, Alvin finds himself camping in the
middle of the woods with his father and younger sister, a feat he would never have
considered on his own. Despite this, his stories are always full of adventures tinged with
fear, but are not stifled by it. On the same note, Look also never pushes a toughen-up
ideology upon Alvin: his adventures are legitimately scary to him, and his fear is
respected and given space within the text.
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In addition to Look's well-balanced and complex approach to constructing Alvin,
possibly one of the most progressive elements of her series are the ways in which adult
and surrounding characters react to Alvin's shyness and anxieties. Instead of constantly
worrying for him, being afraid for him, or trying to force him out of his shyness,
characters simply accept it as a part of who he is.Rubin and Watson also state that often,
a "[p]erson with a disability (is] a burden. Burdens imply something to be gotten rid of,
hence portraying people with disabilities as burdens in society objectifies, dehumanizes,
and negates the values and contributions of people with disabilities" (61).Though Alvin
sometimes gets in trouble with his parents, he is never positioned as a burden.Instead, his
older brother helps Alvin write out some rules to help him cope with the world, upon
Alvin's request, such as "Calvin's Rules for Making Friends" (Allergic to Girls 15).
Alvin's father is eager to take him camping, and his little sister almost always wants to
play with Alvin, even though she is considered much braver than he is.
When Alvin berates his psychiatrist with pseudo-Shakespearean insults, such as
"Grow unsightly warts, thou half-faced horn-beast ... Bathe thyself, thou reeky reeling
ripe pigeon egg!" (Allergic to Girls 118), instead of getting mad like Alvin was
expecting, his father takes him out for ice cream so that he can ask Alvin about therapy
and they have a "heart-to-heart, man-to-man talk" (123). His father, therefore, realizes
how difficult and frightening going to therapy must be for Alvin and the pressure he
experiences.Whenever Alvin begins to cry, his parents are gentle and understanding,
never forcing him too far out of his comfort zones. Interestingly, even brand new
characters who meet Alvin do not react negatively to Alvin's silence and hesitation.
When Anibelly, Alvin's sister, explains to a new character that "Alvin doesn't talk to
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strangers" (111 Allergic to Camping), the new character just shrugs his shoulders and
moves on to the next topic, including Alvin in the conversation, instead of talking over
him or writing him off as detached. By creating such a dynamic, complicated, and rich
character and placing him in a world that accepts his shyness, without reserve, is truly a
unique narrative for a shy character in Children's Literature.
Finally, one of the best and most undenated characteristics of Alvin is his
mediocrity. Instead of complying with the super crip stereotype, or working toward
curing his shyness, Alvin is allowed to exist as an imperfect, messy, often wrong, but
usually charming, socially disabled character. In consistently trying to prove himself as a
"gentleman" (Allergic to Girls 71) to his father, Alvin often fails or simply forgets all the
rules (71). When his friend, Flea, annoys him, Alvin yells out in front of his mother and
Flea, "You're a stupid girl!" (Allergic to Girls 42). Although Alvin almost always has
good intentions, he often simply messes up, and can at times be mean. He is smart,
interesting, complicated, and shy, but he is not a genius, a virtuoso, a great artist, or
writer. Most of the time, his adventures collapse in some way, and he can be clumsy or
just plain thoughtless. He is simply and brilliantly an average, young, shy boy, and every
one of those aspects is celebrated, frustrated, and explored.
Lenore Look's Alvin Ho series offers another avenue of excitement within which
dominant narratives can be rewritten and shy characters can find a non-threatening,
accepting space, unconcerned solely with the Extroverted Ideal. However, this version
and representation of shyness is incredibly rare. Overall, chapter books about shyness are
still focused on an unnecessary bias toward extroversion, and despite the constant
narrative backbone of shyness as a transitional, unacceptable state, this category is
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currently balancing two very different approaches toward shyness. While most chapter
books are still concerned with earnest, full interpellation, a growing section is turning its
sights more on exclusion and forcing shy characters to walk a difficult line between being
eccentric and abject, as it prepares for the more drastic step into YA literature.
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Chapter III: YA Literature
When Shyness isn't Cute Anymore

Until now, this study has focused only on a Children's Literature approach to
shyness, wherein shy characters are considered worrisome and abnormal, but still firmly
salvageable. As young children, these shy characters still have time and opportunities to
be fixed and transition into a more comfortable, extroverted personality before adulthood.
Though the same underlying fears and prejudices lace shy narratives for both Children's
and Young Adult literature, the tonal shift between shy child and shy teen narratives is
remarkably harsh. Where once shyness was constructed as awkward, confusing, and at
times cute for a young child, the same behavior is now recast as unnerving, frustrating,
and even a warning flag for danger in a teen.
As these shy characters age and begin developing on a path toward adulthood,
toward presumed completion and social power, their progress and behavior inevitably
becomes scrutinized. In The Rise and Fall of the American Teenager, Thomas Hine
describes a contradiction he te1ms the teen mystique, in which, "[Western society] loves
the idea of youth, but [is] prone to panic about the young. The very qualities that adults
find exciting and attractive about teenagers are entangled with those we find terrifying.
Their energy threatens anarchy" (11). Importantly, Hine also notes that "[t]he teen years
have become defined not as an interlude but rather as something central to life, a period
of preparation and self-definition, a period of indulgence and unfocused energy" (11).
Teens are, therefore, often discounted as immature, or simply still developing, and it is
not until this age that their actions and existence finally begin to gain cultural capital. As
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a result, their progress toward a healthy or successful adulthood becomes all the more
important and the reactions to shy teen characters become severe and desperate. In
addition to the significantly more important role gender now plays in constructing and
defining shyness, elements such as fear, technology, trauma, secret identities, and a
tendency to completely rewrite, or reinvent, identity all work toward establishing this
field's distinctly desperate approach to shyness in teen characters.
In Shyness: How Normal Behavior Became a Sickness, Christopher Lane
documents the social and medical shift toward pathologizing shyness and defining it as a
psychological abnormality, a disorder. In conjunction with this gradual shift in cultural
opinion aided by the medical world, various national tragedies such as the 1999 shooting
at Columbine High School, the 2007 Virginia Tech Massacre, the 2012 Aurora shooting,
and most recently the 2012 Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting have all also
contributed to swaying Western ideology concerning shyness.
In Dave Cullen's Columbine, though Eric Harris is very clearly defined as a
charming psychopath, Dylan Klebold "was meek, self-conscious, and authentically shy"
(7). Similarly, the alleged Auroa shooter is also characterized as "shy, law-abiding,
handsome, intelligent- and completely deranged" (Dillon). A New York Times ai1icle
about the Sandy Hook shooter claims that, "[w]hen called upon, he was intelligent, but
nervous and fidgety, spitting his words out, as if having to speak up were painful" (1) and
identifies him as shy in the title. These individuals represent extreme cases and most
likely suffered from other mental health issues, but shyness has become uncomfortably
associated with these horrific acts of violence among young adults (although only one
tragedy was actually committed by teenagers). In her 2007 article, "When Shyness Tums
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Deadly" Alice Parker states that after "[a]nalyzing eight school shootings over the past
decade, psychologist Bernardo Carducci and his team at Indiana University found that the
young shooters in these incidents shared nearly all of 29 personality and behavior
characteristics that Carducci categorizes as cynical shyness". Parker quotes Carducci in
describing cynical shyness: "[t)hese are people who want to be with others but who are
rejected in a very harsh way ... As they develop a sense of disconnect, they move away
from people, and as they move away from people, that makes it easier for them to hurt
them." Cynical shyness is "identified [only as] a subgroup" by Carducci, but shyness
among teens has still increasingly become an unacceptable and flag-raising behavior due
to the immense media attention these allegedly shy individuals have garnered.
It is not my intention to ignore or deny the existence of shy individuals clearly in
need of psychological support, but this association between shyness and violence is again
one propagated largely by the media, ideology, and is reflected heavily in the drastic
constructions of shyness in YA literature when compared to its Children's Literature
counterparts. To approach every shy individual as possibly violent and unstable is just as
insulting and socially disabling as constructing the super crip. In YA literature, shy
characters often reflect the author or society's underlying fears, misunderstandings, and
hesitancy to truly address shyness in a complex and just fashion. Instead, almost every
construction is rooted in an elevated fear of abnormality and presumed antisociability.

Trauma Narratives
One of the most noticeable trends in YA shy narratives is this inclination to
explain away, or blame, a character's shyness on trauma. In "Disability Bias in
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Children's Literature," Rubin and Watson list another of the stereotypes often associated
with disabled characters in Children's Literature: "Person with a disability as the object
of violence. Since a 'handicapped person' must be incapable of defending his/her own
self, we become perfect ploys or victims of crime" (60). Interestingly, in these trauma
narratives about shyness, the violence has often already happened and the shy character is
introduced as damaged; his or her shyness is presented as a traumatic reaction to that
violence.
The Perks ofBeing a Wallflower by Stephen Chbosky is one of the most iconic
adolescent texts detailing the angst, anxiety, and frustrations of being a shy young adult.
The text is typically highly praised as being offbeat, atypical, and progressive in its
willingness to address more serious psychological issues; however, despite this praise,
the protagonist, Charlie, and his na1ntive is actually a very stereotypical and problematic
portrayal. Throughout the whole novel, although Charlie feels awkward and isolated
during school, Charlie's shyness is accepted and understood within his group of oddball
friends. It is a constant issue to be challenged and worked on, but it is largely just
accepted as a facet of his identity. Throughout the book, a deeper trauma than shyness is
continually hinted at, but it is not until the last chapter that Charlie actually has a mental
collapse and in the epilogue, after being admitted to hospital, his molestation by his aunt
is revealed (210). Aside from feeling generally rushed and ending with some fonn of
epiphany, in concluding the book with this sudden and serious information, it cements
Charlie's shyness and behavior quirks as a product of this trauma. Despite Charlie's
insistence that "I'm not the way 1 am because of what I dreamt and remember about my
aunt Helen" (211), in forcing a mental breakdown and major traumatic revelation into the
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last ten pages of the book, it ends portraying Charlie as a recovering victim. Thus, instead
of merely allowing him to exist as a possibly sensitive, shy character who finds social
interactions difficult and whose shyness and quirks are only a product of his very own
personality and identity, this last great reveal strips Charlie of some of that identity. It
provides the reader with a possible reason, or excuse, for Charlie and his shyness: an
easier explanation to Charlie's coded faults.
In Stephen Emond's Happy/ace, the approach to Happyface's shyness
incorporates more of a drastic personality overhaul in order to push him toward
extroversion. Much like The Perks ofBeing a Wallflower, this drastic personality shift
and his initial decision to abandon his previous identity as shy stems from trauma
explained later in the novel. Happyface is always unhappy with his shyness and "loser"
(5) status at school, but, it is not until his older brother dies in a car crash, revealing that
he was involved in a secret relationship with Happyface's best friend and crush, Chloe,
that Happyface decides to stop being himself, or that version of himself. After his
parents' divorce and moving to a new high school, Happyface reinvents himself as a glib,
outspoken class clown in order to gain more friends and distance himself from his past.
Just as Charlie couldn't continue repressing the memories of his molestation,
Happyface's invention eventually fails as his friends begin discovering his past and the
tragedies he faced, and he then also suffers from a mental collapse. In each case, both
Charlie and Happyface are depicted as psychologically unstable as they subconsciously
deal with their traumas. Charlie's trauma is used more as an excuse for his shyness;
Happyface uses his trauma to springboard out of shyness. In doing so, Happyface
demonstrates a sense of power over his own identity and behavior, but instead of being
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rewarded, he is punished. Through his invented personality, Happyface does not adhere
to the stereotype of the broken, socially incompetent shy teenager and successfully
pretends to be extroverted. He essentially skips some apparently vital steps in his path to
extroverted recovery, wherein he only feigns extroversion and has not achieved it through
socially sanctioned methods. For this, Happyface is symbolically reprimanded when his
fabrications collapse upon him, proving that he is just as weak and unstable as Charlie.
Throughout YA literature, silence in teens is often connected to trauma in some
fashion, regardless of whether the teen is in fact shy. The protagonists in Laurie Halse
Anderson's Speak and Patricia McCormick's Cut exhibit behaviors more similar to
selective or temporary mutism, as both characters stop speaking entirely following a
traumatic experience, but their withdrawn, quiet outward behavior could nevertheless be
confused with shyness. Only as a result of the first-person narration of these books, are
readers able to distinguish these characters from actual shyness. Nevertheless, their
construction and reception within their own novels mirrors much of the same experiences
as other shy teenage characters. Not only are they portrayed as confusing and frustrating
to non-shy characters, as Melinda's only friend for the beginning of the school year
decides to disband their friendship, claiming that "[y]ou don't like anything. You are the
most depressed person I've ever met, and excuse me for saying this, but you are no fun to
be around and I think you need professional help" ( 105). They are also penalized by the
same biased ideologies that favor extroversion and literal speech. After delivering a
report to the class on suffragettes in which Melinda refused to speak and instead printed
out her report and made a sign explaining:
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THE SUFFRAGETTES FOUGHT FOR THEIR RIGHT TO SPEAK. THEY
WERE ATTACKED, ARRESTED, AND THROWN IN JAIL FOR DARING TO
DO WHAT THEY WANTED. LIKE THEY WERE, I AM WILLING TO
STAND UP FOR WHAT I BELIEVE IN. NO ONE SHOULD BE FORCED TO
GIVE SPEECHES. I CHOOSE TO STAY SILENT (156 emphasis in original),
A male friend later explains her failing grade by stating:
But you got it wrong. The suffragettes were all about speaking up, screaming for
their rights. You can't speak up for your right to be silent. That's letting the bad
guys win. If the suffragettes did that, women wouldn't be able to vote yet ...
don't expect to make a difference unless you speak up for yourself (159).
Her friend may be right about the suffragettes own tactics and value for speech, but his
statements still betray his own limiting extroverted bias. Instead of recognizing that
Melinda's act of defiance and decision to present her report in a way more comfortable to
her own temperament is in itself a form of expression and voice, one that takes courage
and determination, he chastises her for not adhering to social norms, for not realizing that
only speech itself has power and not expression. Therefore, while Melinda's silence is
not actually a product of shyness, but instead is revealed as a reaction to a sexual assault,
the conversation surrounding her silence within the book is still very relevant.
In Melinda's case, her silence is a topic of discussion and charged with a sense of
power - it is a choice rather than an infliction and cannot be completely conflated with
shyness. Much like the novels discussed in the chapter book section, that often employ
some of the more problematic stereotypes of shyness, Melinda from Speak or Callie from
Cut could indeed easily be misread as shy. The silence and the trauma that suffocates
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them become inadvertently connected with shyness as it mirrors such similar narratives
and conversations. Perhaps without intention, trauma and shyness within YA literature
continue to intertwine, continually reaffirming the dominant narrative that silence and
shyness must be attributed to some greater, pitiable event in order to make these
characters more understandable. It is simply easier for an extroverted society to
continually retell narratives wherein shyness and silence are flags for psychological
damage, rather than accept that not all shy individuals are weak victims desperately in
need of an extroverted savior.
In many ways, it might seem counterintuitive to persistently equate trauma and a
sense of psychological instability with shyness, as these narratives often originate from a
fear of shyness rather than a respect. To endorse or echo the fears of an unbalanced and
possibly violent shyness would only create more panic and wariness, and, yet, these texts
continue to buy into this presumptive and damaging construction. In "Disparate But
Disabled: Fat Embodiment and Disability Studies," Herndon builds off of Rubin and
Watson's earlier stereotype, that disabled characters are often associated with violence, in
stating: "[u]nfortunately, representations of disabled people most often focus on pain and
suffering" (133). In doing so, although this may evoke or establish a social fear of
shyness, it also works toward invalidating the shy characters, stripping them of power
and agency until they will play by the rules and act as a non-threatening extrovert.
This is best exemplified in these trauma narratives in which shy characters are
constantly struggling to feel powerful. As shy individuals, they lack vocal agency and
feel neglected, negated, or simply walked-over; only once they find their voice does their
world validate them. In addition to the power extroversion grants them, becoming more
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extroverted also absorbs them into the apparent majority, finally allowing them to blend
in and become ideologically normal. Despite often feeling "invisible" (Emond 11) when
shy in their own world, their shyness actually marks them as abnormal and different,
often eliciting unwanted attention or bullying. They are presented as holding very little
agency as a shy character, as their voice is often overlooked because it does not abide by
the extrovert rules, but the reactions and fear they inspire throughout the whole text and
from other characters in itself is very powerful. To dedicate an entire novel to curing or
explaining shyness, is proof of the power these characters hold; albeit power is always
entrenched in fear. On the surface, these texts all work toward a positive and empowering
coming of age narrative in which a painfully shy character sheds his or her insecurities
and becomes a functional, more extroverted character, but these texts are also constantly
undermining their shy characters. When shy, they are at their weakest both socially and
psychologically. In replaying trauma narratives, these characters become stereotyped as
victims to be pitied and saved. While the fear of cynical shyness is ever present, by
entirely demeaning these characters, they become pathetic, not dangerous. These texts
essentially break their shy characters before allowing them to be reborn as extroverts,
ensuring meekness and not violence, but all the while still very afraid of these characters
and the possible power of disruption they hold.
Gender
Gender is by no means a conversation exclusive to shyness in YA literature, and
is immensely important in Children's literature as well, but it is not until YA literature
that shyness becomes inherently informed by conversations surrounding gender and that
the sex or gender of the character distinctly dictates the construction of his or her shyness.
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Surprisingly, throughout all of Children's and YA literature, there is a fairly even ratio of
books including female and male shy characters; however, this is not necessarily an
indication of equality, but possibly a two-pronged reaction to shyness in terms of gender.
First, shyness is, as a whole, an undesirable trait in an extroverted society; it is
generally far more acceptable and, sometimes even considered attractive, when exhibited
by a young girl, whereas a shy boy elicits more anxiety. In Waking Sleeping Beauty:
Feminist Voices in Children's Novels, Roberta Seelinger Trites describes Lyn Mikel
Brown and Carol Gilligan's study in Meeting at the Crossroads that observes "the
transformation of adolescent girls from being outspoken and confident at the age of eight
or nine to being so concerned with being socially acceptable that they learned to silence
themselves by the age of thirteen or fourteen" (47) and that "[s]ome psychological
theorists consider cultural silencing to be one of the dominant forces that shape female
growth" (47).
Trites approaches silence, or specifically silencing, from a feminist perspective
and echoes much of the same sentiment that Melinda's friend did when he suggested her
silent presentation missed the point of the suffragettes. A push for more female voices is
undoubtedly a very progressive and empowering goal, but it can also backfire and work
toward shaming those less outspoken women, rather than recognizing an inherent power
in all types of expression and temperaments. It is sometimes easy to praise the
opinionated, passionate woman who refuses to abide by historical gender binaries and
speaks out against the real repression her sex and gender face, and she should indeed be
praised. Feisty, adventurous women are often some of the most fascinating and
exhilarating characters in literature, with wits and spirits ranging from Scout Finch, Pippi
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Longstocking, and Anne of Green Gables. These are the characters typically praised as
strong female characters in Children's literature; albeit representative of different ages,
they are characters whose voices stand out as unique and resilient. By being so
adventurous and outspoken, they are memorable and valued for that.
It is, indeed, vital to praise female voices, especially since they have historically
been so stifled, but it is also crncial to recognize strength in all types of femininity, even
that which is quiet and possibly timid. Instead, these shy female characters are often
constructed within their own plots as meek, burdensome, and undesirable except to that
one sensitive, semi-outcast boy who finds their silence or nervousness attractive. He still
inevitably waits until they are less shy to begin dating them, though, as if to prove his
own progressive intentions by allowing her to find her voice first. With the exception of
one book, the shy female narratives play safely within the realm of a teenage romance
marketed toward girls. In both Danielle Joseph's Shrinking Violet and Ellen Scrieber's
Comedy Girl, the protagonists begin as similar "shimp[s], ignored, overwhelmed, and
dominated by [their] mother[s]" (Scrieber 254) and only through delving into their
allotted talents (hosting a radio show for Tere in Shrinking Violet and becoming a standup
comedian for Trixie in Comedy Girl), are they able to transition from their shyness into
the anns of that typically sensitive boy.
Interestingly, both texts share almost identical plots and characterizations. For
both Tere and Trixie, their shyness does not develop from or react to a major life trauma,
but each is constantly at odds and in a power struggle with an extremely extroverted and
overpowering mother, as Tere describes:
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To Mom, looks and first impressions are everything. That's probably one of the
reasons why I'm such an introvert. I never wanted to say something wrong when I
was little, give the wrong idea. I didn't want to make Mom angry, so I figured it
was better to keep my mouth shut and let her do the talking. I guess after a while
she got used to it (42).
Both Trixie and Tere have suffered minor traumas throughout their entire lives when
relating to their mothers specifically, causing them to withdraw remain insecure. The fact
that both Tere and Trixie come into the most conflict with their mothers, or other
outspoken female characters, such as the popular-but-bitchy classmate stereotypes, is
interesting and disappointing. Their weakness therefore stems almost exclusively from
unhealthy relationships with other women, and, even though they empower themselves
through their talents, they are not fully accepted or ideologically redeemed until they find
a boyfriend. These narratives are marketed toward young girls and feed power back into
patriarchy, a system which benefits not only from silencing women, but also off of
feminism's own rejection of seemingly meek, quiet women. These two books
ideologically suggest that Tere and Trixie's shyness is a product of poor female relations
and that the solution is male dominance and power. In promoting this ideology, these
books are not only reaffirming a patriarchy, providing a limited and damaging view of
feminism, but they are also promoting shyness as a weak trait, one that can only be
redeemed if a man finds it attractive.
Tere is complimented by her future boyfriend a couple times within the text, as he
says things like, "You know, you're so easy to talk to. You don't jabber on and on like
most girls" (177). While Gavin (which is also the name of Trixie's love interest) himself
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is a fairly quiet and reserved person, his comments to Tere are still charged with latent
sexism. Instead of being someone easy to talk with, she is easy to talk "to" and Gavin is
clearly not impressed with girls who do "jabber on and on" (177). Not only does he not
even consider their conversation as talking, as he deems it merely "jabber," but their
control of the conversation is also a tum-off for him. Therefore, while it is an
encouraging and pleasant sentiment to suggest that there will always be someone who
appreciates them for themselves, these two texts subtly suggest that the best match for
Trixie or Tere is to find a boy who appreciates them for their silence. Tere and Trixie are
pleasant characters; their likability is tied to their agreeability and docility. Melinda in
Speak is still tied in up damaging Problem Novel issues, but she does at least use her
voice (not her words) to truly say something and stand up for herself in some fashion.
Tere and Trixie find their voices in order to better fit in, to become ideologically better
women, who no longer won-y others and are never truly outspoken or disruptive. Not
surprisingly, feminism and the literary world have typically overlooked young shy female
characters; they are often miITors of sexism, only disguised in an appealing and
supposedly progressive ribbon. Instead, to better empower these future characters, both
feminism and society's approach to shyness should shift to a more inclusive and complex
construction. Shyness in a female should no longer be a gateway to obtaining a male, nor
should it be a means to automatic rejection, but should simply recognized and respected
for what it is: merely an individual who sometimes feels timid or awkward in social
situations, but is no less powerful and expressive than any outspoken counterpart.
Aside from some low level discomfort they inspire in those around them, Tere
and Trixie are by no means dangerous. Burdens and uncomfortable thorns in an
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extroverted world, yes, but not outwardly violent or mentally unstable. The same,
however, cannot be said for their male counterparts.
In Western society, it is generally more acceptable for women to be docile or
passive, while men are adventurous and outspoken. When characters break those binaries,
anxiety increases. Though brash, aggressive women are often chastised and insulted for
behaving like a man, the same sexist reaction is also true for a man who refuses, or fails
to, embody that same aggression and confidence.
In The Perks ofBeing a Wallflower and Happy/ace, both Charlie and Happyface
are constructed as relatively sensitive, gentle characters whose temperaments often allow
for them to be taken advantage of or simply ignored. Their character growth is dependent
upon their acceptance of this vulnerability, although neither of them concludes with a
female partner by the end of their narratives. They are still slightly dangerous in that they
often become psychologically unhinged and clearly experience a mental collapse before
the end of their stories, but that anxiety is generally focused more upon their own
wellbeing than the damages they could outwardly cause. In juxtaposition, and as an
unnerving example of what Carducci would probably consider a case of cynical shyness,
is Chris Wooding's Kerosene. Charlie and Happyface inevitably accept vulnerabilities,
but Kerosene protagonist, Cal, is infuriated by the way his shyness makes him feel, as he
explains, "When people thought of shy, it was always kind of cute. Nice. Coy girls in
floral dresses, wide-eyed cartoon squirrels. Not a crippling, awful sensation that made
your tongue too thick to speak and locked up your brain. But that was what it meant to
him. And it unmanned him, made him pathetic and weak and ashamed'' ( 4 emphasis in
original). Cal's hatred of his shyness and of himself manifests itself very differently from
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Charlie and Happyface's shyness, and is far more bitter and explosive. The book even
begins with Cal, storming into his bedroom as this scene describes:
He threw the door closed behind him and slumped down heavily on the edge of
the red-and-white bedspread, his head in his hands, breathing hard ... "SHIT!" he
screamed suddenly, his voice sounding raw and high. He sprang off his bed and
kicked his chest of drawers hard, sending rolled-up drawings and badges toppling
off the edge. Unsatisfied, he laid into it viciously, planting the sole of his battered
Converse on it again and again. Next he turned his wrath on the blank face of his
wardrobe. He swung a punch into it, his fist driven by a desperate need to his
something, anything, to vent the frustration that seared through his veins.
The pain brought him back to his senses.He near broke his knuckles with that
first punch, so just to spite himself he threw another one with the same hand
(emphasis in original 2-3).
This fit of anger is inspired only by an accidental glance at someone passing him on the
street, to which the stranger whistles at him and say, "You wanna photo, mate? Last
longer" (3).Clearly, Cal's reaction is extreme and atypical when compared to the other
male shyness narratives, yet, this tendency to paint shy teenage male characters as more
unstable than their female counterparts is a pattern. Cal represents the clearly violent and
dangerous end of the spectrum, the nightmare that fuels the fear inscribed in each of these
texts.
In addition to physical violence toward himself, Cal also develops into a
pyromaniac. Akin to the Nightmare Stories discussed in chapter one, Cal's na1Tative
follows a similar, yet more disturbing, path. After accidentally getting Emma, a pretty
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and powerful girl in school, into trouble for smoking and being unable to defend or warn
her of the approaching teacher, Emma plots to humiliate him by enlisting the help of her
attractive friend, Abby. After beating Abby in the school-wide art competition, Abby is
willing to hu1t Cal and agrees to feign romantic interest in him. Cal never quite believes
that both Emma and Abby are interested in him, but he, neve1theless, finds himself
unable to entirely shake the hope that Abby might actually like him. Trapped in their
vengeful plots, Cal is tossed around and manipulated, and is finally humiliated in front of
a hallway of students when Emma coaxes him into trying to kiss her. For Cal, who is
already predisposed to aggression and violence, all of this stress and manipulation finally
culminate in a plan to burn down his school and commit suicide in the process.
As typical, Cal gains a sense of agency when he learns to speak up for himself,
but rather than simply defending himself, his increasing oral confidence centers around a
more aggressive and spiteful speech pattern. This, in tum, peaks Abby's interest and
causes her to reconsider him as a meek, powerless man. Eventually, this interest develops
into a real crush on him. When she first tries to apologize to Cal for her part in Emma's
plan, she remarks, "You know, you 're a lot more chatty when you 're pissed off at me"
(87), to which the text explains, "When he was angry, he didn't feel shy. When he was
aggressive, he stopped mumbling and freezing up" (87). Just as Gavin expressed interest
in Tere's lack of conversational control and her silence, Abby is, instead, turned-on by
Cal's dominance and anger.
The novel concludes with Cal succeeding to burn down the school, during which
he almost kills three drug dealers, Abby, the detective investigating Cal's previous fires,
and himself. Abby risks her life and enters the burning school to convince Cal to escape,
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despite his intention of committing suicide. During their escape from the school, Cal and
Abby run into the de:tective.Upon seeing Cal grasp Abby's hand, the detective
experiences some feeling of peace that this shy, scared boy (who reminds him of his own
deceased son) will somehow now be cured of his violent, antisocial, and extremely
aggressive behaviors, simply because he has found a girl interested in him, as the text
describes, "They were caught.Cal had been seen at the scene of the crime ...But all [the
detective] could see was their hands, clasped together desperately, unified. All he could
feel was the relief that Cal was okay" (191 ).
Once again, this text wholly buys into very sexist and troubling ideologies. It
could be argued that Cal is redeemed or saved by Abby's love, much like Tere or Trixie
were, but there is a crucial difference.Tere and Trixie had to be chosen by their males,
whereas Cal chooses to go with and hold Abby's hand, thus, keeping him in the position
of power. Despite Abby's own decisions and heroism, without Cal's final decision, her
actions would be wasted; therefore, Cal has the ultimate control over his own redemption.
Cal only begins gaining confidence and first attracts Abby after he is acting cruel and
aggressive, completely unlike Charlie or Happyface. Cal is, essentially, cured by proving
his masculinity through extreme acts of violence and aggression. Not only is he rewarded
with the affections of a pretty girl, but the detective also never holds him responsible for
the fires.
The detective's sentiments may seem humane and kind, as he reflects, "It was as
if life had given him a second chance; a shot at redemption.He had known that Cal
would never survive in prison ... Cal was what Carl [his son] might have been.The two,
in his eyes, had become the same. He had ended Carl's life [in a car accident]; but he had
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given Cal a new one, another chance. A clean slate" (19 5). This decision to not only let
Cal escape without any form of punishment, but also to not contact him at all, is reckless.
Unlike the other shy narratives, Cal truly is dangerous and almost murdered six people,
not including himself, due to his repressed anger and frustration. At the very least, he is
exactly the type of shy character who would need psychological help in containing his
temper, pyromaniacal tendencies, and coping with his shyness. Instead, the novel rewards
Cal for being exactly what society fears - an unstable, violent, antisocial shy character t
could explode and cause real harm at any moment.
Some narratives serve to break, humiliate, and absorb their shy characters back
into extroverted society; Kerosene seems to imply that the best way to deal with someone
as extreme as Cal is to simply let him solve his own issues, and allow him to remain a
possible lurking threat even after the plot has concluded. This approach to Cal, in
comparison to other shy characters, is frustrating because these texts have entirely
reversed what would most likely serve as better methods to discuss shyness. While a less
judgmental, humane perspective would probably better serve the majority of shy
constructions, as it presents them with space and understanding to find their own
strength, clearly Cal is in need of a different type of approach. Instead of demonizing him
and then leaving him ostensibly out in public, to continue frightening, perhaps a
conversation concerning mental health and real warning flags for dangerous behavior
would better fit. In that way, anxiety surrounding, and the stigmatization of shyness as a
whole, could be decreased as it becomes less of a disorder and more of a temperament.
Conversations concerning mental health could, instead, be applied to a more suitable
behavior pattern. This deep-seated fear of cynical shyness, as exemplified by Cal,
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permeates, and fundamentally influences, all of the YA shy narratives, especially those
involving males.
Even without Cal's extremism, there still exists a very definitive divide between
the constructions of female and male YA shy characters, neither of which are invested in
respect, nor address shyness as a complex personality trait. Instead, both sides are, for the
most part, entrenched in limiting gender binaries and wrapped up in thinly veiled sexism.
Unfortunately, while the methods and approaches to shyness do vary throughout the field,
the construction of shyness in YA literature is tied more than ever to gender, as these teen
characters grow ever-closer to adulthood and occupying that powerful position.

Technology, Identity, and Desperate Measures
As a conversation, perhaps nowhere is the pain, confusion, and angst surrounding
discussions of identity formation more prevalent than in YA literature. Questions of who
one is, who one wants to be, and who one is afraid he or she will become saturate the
pages of almost every YA text, as countless protagonists search for and struggle with
their maturation and transition into adulthood, an apparently finalized level of identity. In
Disturbing the Universe: Power and Repression in Adolescent Literature, Roberta
Seelinger Trites describes two common forms ofY A novels, the "Entwicklungsroman,
which is a broad category of novels in which an adolescent character grows, and the
Buildungsroman, which is a related type of novel in which the adolescent matures into
adulthood" (9 emphasis in original) and states that, "[s]ince novels of development are
Entwicklungsroman, virtually all children's and adolescent novels participate in the
genre" (10 emphasis in original). In YA literature especially, conversations concerning
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race, sex, gender, wealth, romance, disability, and shyness are often all tied to identity
development and play crucial roles in establishing a character's place within society. A
character's reaction to his or her own shyness is, therefore, incredibly important when
identifying underlying ideologies and narratives concerning shyness. This section will
focus on the various ways characters interact with, escape, and reinvent their own
identities as they intersect with shyness.
Unlike Children's Literature, wherein characters typically have limited and
restricted access to newer technologies such as the internet and cell phones, in YA
Literature, these types of technologies have become an integral and common form of
communication. For instance, Happy/ace is presented as a collection of journal entries,
complete with doodles, drawing, and printouts of emails and chatroom conversations.
The entire novel actually begins with a printout of an email Happyface received from an
online gaming rival:
Lol, good game. MageSlaughter. No really. 3 hours is a long time to go toe to toe
with myself, as I am something of a legend when it comes to FireMage. You play
like a newb in more than a few respects, but the sheer dedication to battle you
show makes you a man after my own heart. I see many long lonely nights, a
complete disregard for schoolwork. I see hours in front of the warm glow of the
computer screen. A virgin, no doubt. A failure in most all respects of life, but a
dedicated gamer and damn good mage, perhaps the best I've seen. And of course,
still no match for me ... I like you. You entertain me. Lol@Failure ( 4).
Immediately following this email, Happyface writes,
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I'm still unsure on how to start writing in here so I figured I'd let Lol@Failure do
it for me. As for capturing my life in a single paragraph, he's done a pretty handy
job. Playing games online and being a virgin sums things up pretty well. I don't
even know who I'm writing this for, which is why I guess I keep putting it off. (4)
By introducing and describing Happyface in this way, the novel is already
allowing technology to occupy an important space within this text. Not only has
Happyface chosen an email with which to present himself, but the email is likely from an
individual Happyface has never, and will never, meet. This decision, thus, either suggests
that Happyface is comfortable relinquishing control of his own identity, to be defined by
another character, or possibly that Lol@Failure's observations do reflect an identity
Happyface connects and associates with. If that is the case, it indicates some level of
social success on Happyface's part, to have communicated and related to another
individual in such a way, despite never having met. In this online arena, Happyface's
shyness is irrelevant and creates no disability. His anonymity disguises the identity he
may experience during school or in reality.
Most of Happyface's story is based in the real world, but this initial separation or
multiplicity of identity from the very beginning is crucial. The online community and
impersonal communication methods, such as texting and emailing, allow Happyface to
either feel comfortable to express who he thinks he really is, or provide a veritable testing
ground for Happyface to explore and play with alternate identities. Perhaps online he is
the braver or more confident version of himself, perhaps he attempts to embody an
entirely new character as MageSlaughter, or maybe the absence of stress caused by face
to-face interaction allows Happyface to relax into the personality he feels incapable of
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expressing in the real world. In each of these cases, technology provides an alternate,
more successful means of communication for Happyface.
In Quiet: The Power ofIntroverts in a World that Can't Stop Talking, Susan Cain
discusses the intemet's interesting relationship with introverts, as she describes,
the early Web was a medium that enabled bands of often introverted individuals .
. . to come together to subvert and transcend the usual ways of problem-solving.
A significant majority of the earliest computer enthusiasts were introverts,
according to a study of 1,229 computer professionals working in the U.S., the
U.K., and Australia between 1982 and 1984 (79).
Cain continues to discuss the often restrictive and disabling affect exercises, such as
group work and brainstorming, can have upon an introverted group or individual:
the earliest open-source creators didn't share office space - often they didn't even
live in the same country. Their collaborations took place largely in the ether. This
is not an insignificant detail. If you had gathered the same people who created
Linux, installed them in a giant conference room for a year, and asked them to
devise a new operating system, it's doubtful that anything so revolutionary would
have occurred (79-80).
As Cain suggests, since the very beginning, the internet has become a place of refuge,
discovery, and play for introverts and shy individuals, especially for increasingly tech
savvy generations now capable of surfing the internet, ordering a pizza, and texting
friends all from their cell phones and without ever having to actually talk. When once
fiction and literature provided a sanctuary for the overwhelmed shy child or teen, now
these characters have the opportunity to escape, avoid, and practice sociability in a low-
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risk environment where they can safely play with, and develop, their own sense of
identity.
The internet and impersonal forms of communication may at times encourage a
sense of security and relief for these shy characters, but their stories are still centered
within a day-to-day reality and their conflicts always involve real characters often in one
on-one or group situations. Despite the positive and empowering relationship shy
characters may have with these technologies, the texts often fail to recognize this
potentially safe space for growth and instead doggedly remain in favor of transitioning
the shy character away from their shyness and toward social confidence. Extroversion is,
of course, always the ultimate goal and any method that would encourage or reward
impersonal forms of communication would inevitably jeopardize this goal. Allowing a
character to feel empowered and comfortable with expression, whilst still remaining shy,
is presented as ideologically unacceptable.
As a result of these competing powers within the text, an interesting and often
unstable concoction of identities tends to brew within each shy character as he or she tries
to balance and negotiate the identities he or she feels to be true, the ones society deems to
be true, and the ones society eventually wants to be true. In Happyface, Shrinking Violet,
and Comedy Girl, each shy character juggles some form of alternate identity that began
within their private, safe space, and now strnggles against their seemingly oppressive and
ill-fitting shyness.
In Schreiber's Comedy Girl, Trixie Shapiro is not only shy and socially invisible,
but secretly aspires to be a standup comedian, dreaming of one day living in a "Beverly
Hills mansion with a glistening star-shaped pool [and] home to the hottest celebrity
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parties" (6). While her love is for comedy, her desire is for stardom and attention, to
reach a celebrity status among comedians herself, where "[o ]ne night [she] would be
accepting a Commie from Ben Stiller for [her] starring performance in 'T Is for Trixie
[and] another night [she] would be interviewing Whoopi Goldberg on the Trixie Shapiro
Show" (6 emphasis in original). Interestingly, Trixie imagines herself to be exactly the
opposite of how the rest of the world sees her, as if her shyness is completely
unacceptable in any form.
As aforementioned, Shrinking Violet and Comedy Girl share a remarkably similar
plot. Both Trixie and Tere harbor secret, very extroverted identities and conclude by not
only transitioning away from their shyness, but also in obtaining a boyfriend. Trixie's
relationship with shyness is more linear and fits a somewhat more Buildungsroman
structure, which Trites quotes G.B. Tennyson stating that "in sum, the movement in the
Buildungsroman is a reasonably direct line from error to truth, from confusion to clarity,
from uncertainty to certainty" (I I emphasis in original). Trixie begins very shy, develops
more confidence as a comedian and a young woman the more she performs, and by the
end of the novel she is a professional comedian touring the country. Although this is not a
perfect Buildungsroman structure, Trixie's transition from shyness into her very
confident, extroverted alter ego is almost seamless. Despite the initial difficulties of
balancing her shy and non-shy identities, by the end Trixie has almost perfectly shed her
former self. She is neatly and comfortably absorbed into society, redeemed by a male and
made successful by her extroversion. Her shyness, therefore, is always nothing more than
a hindrance, an oppressive identity swallowing her up.
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Tere's relationship with her shyness is slightly more complicated, despite
following a very similar plot to Comedy Girl. Like Trixie, Tere aspires to be a radio
personality and disc jockey, practicing in her room and always tweaking her perfect
play list. She, too, feels ignored and invisible outside of her secret identity. Yet, unlike
Trixie, who truly relishes the thought of being admired on a stage, Tere's dreams always
center on the music. Despite the very vocal presence of a DJ and radio personality, the
job is inherently private and requires very little actual social interaction. Aside from
developing the confidence to speak into the microphone and become comfortable with
her surroundings, Tere is, therefore, actually very content to remain an anonymous radio
personality. When she finally does get the opportunity to cohost a late night show, one of
her coworkers quickly devises a scheme to find Tere a prom date, advertise the radio
station, and publicly reveal Tere as the mysterious radio personality, Sweet T. Tere is
eventually convinced to participate, but at no point does she ever truly enjoy or crave the
limelight, and always remains at a nervous, slightly shy character. Trixie's shyness is
oppressing her extroverted identity, but Tere's secret identity is simply a slightly braver
version of herself. The novel continues to recognize her limitations and the presence of
her shyness, and works to adds favorable characteristics to create a more desirable
personality, rather than erasing the first in order to find a better second.
Last, and most drastically, Happyface's relationship with his shyness proves more
worrisome than Tere and Trixie's and is by far the most unstable balance of multiple
identities. In reaction to the trauma of his brother's death and feelings of inadequacies
and self-hatred following his discovery of his brother's secret relationship with Chloe,
Happyface decides to entirely reinvent himself. There is no real transition, just a sudden
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overhaul and repression of his shyness. He recreates himself as a laid back but quick
witted class clown and quickly gains a group of interesting, quirky friends at his new
school. His friends know nothing of his past or of his tragedies and, for almost the whole
book, Happyface is able to operate under this new personality. On the front cover of the
novel, under a giant smiley face, it says "Sometimes you've got to fake it 'til you make
it." Unfortunately, as Happyface's later mental collapse and the language in that quote
suggest, this balancing of multiple and conflicting personalities is advertised as inherently
unstable and bound to crumble. Not only is Happyface unable to maintain his fa9ade after
his friends find out the truth about his past, but in specifically using the word "fake" in
the quotation, it suggests imminent failure. If one of his identities is false, then it implies
that there is also a true one, one that will inevitably resurface and dismantle the false one.
Happy/ace ideologically and hyp ocritically attacks shyness in two ways. First, it

privileges the belief throughout the text that there is only one true identity, a constant that
can never fully be repressed, and if "faking it" refers to Happyface's invented,
extroverted identity, then his true self remains connected to, and is inescapable from, his
shyness. The book, therefore, continually reaffirms Happyface's shyness as his true and
constant identity; yet, it is as equally invested in stigmatizing that shyness. Though being
shy is apparently Happyface's only natural fom1, the text still necessitates a complete
rejection of that identity. Happyface is caught in a vicious trap wherein he must "fake it"
in order to gain social power, but is also punished for attempting to stray away from what
is apparently inherent.
In each of these texts, although they do at times enter into an interesting
conversation concerning the validity and singularity of identity, it is important to always
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keep in mind that the inspiration and purpose behind these texts is almost always to deal
with shyness in some manner. Unlike in a Children's book, where characters could more
easily transition from shyness to a level of extroversion without experiencing an
existential crisis, at this older age, these characters have now often incorporated shyness
as a defining characteristic of their identities. As invisible and lonely as they might feel,
they recognize themselves as the invisible, outcast kid in their world, and to challenge
what little title they can claim, is to threaten their only space in this world. These shifts
toward extroversion and away from what they have known to be themselves are,
understandably, painful and are designed to be dramatic and drastic. These characters no
longer have the luxury of a gradual transition, but are instead forced up against adulthood
and told to choose the most successful, most acceptable path. Trixie's transition is
comparatively easy, but her ultimatum still must not be overlooked. Trixie divorced
herself from her shyness, cut it out of her identity, and moved on with the extroversion
she expected to be underneath. This transition, while relatively painless, is still drastic
when compared to the soft and earnest narratives painted in pictures for children, where
there are friends to help and time to spare.
In addition to the turbulent relationship these characters often share with the
shyness and contradictory identities, shyness itself is becoming a less tolerable trait that
now no longer elicits warm concern, but fear and frustration. For instance, because of
Cal's paralyzing shyness in Kerosene, he accidentally gets Emma into trouble, igniting
her against him. Likewise, Tere is unable to pass along a message from the popular girl in
class to the teacher and again accidentally gets the girl into trouble. Shyness is now no
longer self-destructive, but is constructed as potentially damaging to others, too. As a
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result, these texts often justify and excuse the abuse and manipulation o f shy characters,
as they are wholly burdensome and require extra work on the extrovert's behalf to get
results. When trying to convince Cal to come to a crowded nightclub with him, Cal's best
friend, Joel, threatens, "You're coming into this bloody nightclub if I have to stuff you in
a box and mail you in" (32) to which the text comments:
[Joel] was used to having to talk Cal into going places; the most minor
discouragement was enough to cmmble his frail nerve ... Joel understood what
Cal was like. He sympathized, too. But he knew from experience that sympathy
wasn't what Cal needed; he needed someone to push him, someone who wouldn't
let him cave in when he got shy. Maybe Joel was unnecessarily harsh sometimes,
but it was a case of being cmel to be kind. And also, well ... he had to admit,
sometimes he just got sick of the way Cal acted (32-4).
Joel's use of intimidation to "cmmble [Cal's] frail nerve" is justified in the text simply
because he "sometimes ... got sick of the way Cal acted" (34). Joel attempts to
rationalize his cruelty through a sense of tough love, making decisions on Cal's behalf
based on what he feels is in Cal's best interests.
Similarly, in Shrinking Violet, during the big, emotional resolution between Tere
and her mother, her mother explains her manipulative and overbearing control over Tere
by saying, "I just don't want to see you get hurt ... Being shy can really hold you back
from a lot of things in life.I've seen it happen with ... my mother" (236). Once again, be
invoking a tough love argument, the text is excusing the cruel and disrespectful treatment
of shy characters.
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Surrounding characters are now losing patience with shyness and are expressing
more aggressively negative opinions and reactions to shyness in a young adult. In Amy
Goldman Koss' Poison Ivy, the story follows the events of a mock trial in a high school
class, in which the teacher places three girls on trial for bullying another student. Almost
as a cosmic joke, the shyest girl in the school, Daria or "Einstein" is appointed as the
defense lawyer and is continually required to cross-examine witnesses and proceed with
the trial in front of the entire class. Daria herself is absolutely mo1tified by the
appointment, and the rest of her classmates are almost as equally disappointed, often
commenting on their disapproval in their own first-person reflections. For instance, at one
point Marco reflects upon Daria, wondering,
I'm not sure what Einstein was thinking, but my guess is that she didn't want to
get involved - even though she already was. Like the bystanders who stand
around with their thumbs up their ass while some poor jerk gets attacked and
murdered right in front of them. And they don't call the cops or run for help or
whatever. (39)
In one fell sweep, Marco begins simply confused by Daria, and finishes by
equating her to a murderer. Her silence is clearly no longer only a problem for herself,
but my Marco's definition she is also a danger to society itself, whether or not she is a
violent person.
Conclusion
This growing hostility may seem superficial or exaggerated at face value, but the
shift in tone between how a shy character is approached and dealt with in a Children's
and a YA book is hugely significant. Shyness is clearly no longer a cute trait, but one that
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has been developing for too long and must be addressed in a firm and often cruel manner.
In all of these YA texts, the methods used to address shyness differ, but their goals are
always the same: either break and absorb, or ostracize and stigmatize the shy characters.
These texts serve to make public examples out of these characters, hanging them out to
dry after punishing them, forcing them into lose-lose power struggles, and insisting they
remain a cultural boogeyman. Unfortunately, while many of these texts do enter into
interesting, complex discussions of shyness as it intersects with gender, identity, and
technology, not one of them dared stray from a fundamental fear and intolerance of
shyness and quietness, nor do they try to truly challenge the stereotypes and problematic
social opinion. Instead, these texts fail to respect, celebrate, or construct their characters
as powerful, expressive, and valuable individuals who happen to be shy. They simply
regurgitate damaging assumptions and falsehoods handed down through the media and
previous literature. As a field usually so invested in originality and complexity, shy
narratives marketed to Young Adults are thoroughly disheartening.
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Conclusion

Shyness is an almost inexhaustible topic, and this thesis still only scratches the
surface. It remains a social anomaly as both a highly specified and largely confusing
behavior within an extroverted society; it inspires fear and unease but is also stamped
upon any and every quiet, socially awkward child who experiences angst. In Quiet: The
Power ofIntroverts in a World that Can't Stop Talking, Susan Cain quotes Dr. Elaine
Aron's description of the difficulties science faces when approaching introversion and
shyness,
"The problem for scientists is that we try to observe behavior, and there are things
you cannot observe" ... Scientists can easily report on the behavior of extroverts,
who can often be found laughing, talking, or gesticulating. But "if a person is
standing in the comer of a room, you can attribute fifteen motivations to that
person. But you don't really know what's going on inside. (135-6)
This fear of the unknown, of a quietness that does not explain its motives or origins, has
rooted itself so firmly in the typical shy narrative that it now dictates cultural opinion and
consensus; it has allowed society to disable, ostracize, and dismiss shy individuals as, at
best, mere inconveniences, and, at worst, violently unstable threats.
With the rare exception of progressive texts such as Lenore Look's Alvin Ho
series, David Mack's Shy Creatures, David Carter's I'm Shy, and Rosemary Well's Shy
Charles, which represent just five characters out of over the thirty books I reviewed for
this study, shyness is clearly still a temperament and behavior steeped in negativity and
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oversimplification. It is incredible to consider that in so many representations of shyness,
only five authors approached their characters as complex, competent, or valuable.
It is also important to note that while this study separates shyness into sections
based on age or marketing group, shyness does not exist in age-defined vacuums. The
tonal shifts between picture, chapter, and YA books are significant and do create
separations in the type of approach each category takes toward shyness, but many of the
plot devices still bleed between the categories. For instance, though gender plays a far
more vocal and obvious role in YA literature's construction of shyness, and is often a
dominant conversation within the text itself, by no means is it restricted to that age range
alone. Bobby and Sammy's more active or adventurous roles in their Pet Narratives can
play just as heavily into a gender conversation as Tere, Cal, or Charlie. Likewise,
although the Pet Narratives are described only within the chapter books section, they
clearly includes examples of both chapter books and picture books, and although not
addressed in this study to avoid repetition, actually also includes some texts with teen
characters such as Lynn Hall's The Shy Ones.
It may seem unnecessary to clarify these merges or overlaps, but it is imperative
to understand that shyness, like any behavior or topic, manifests in different ways at
many different stages both in reality and in literature. While it is easier to illustrate
overarching patterns and shifts in tone, these separations are not concrete, nor do they
always reflect the reality of shyness. Instead, they serve as markers in ideological shifts
concerning the level of fear from which texts approach shyness.
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The vast majority of Children's and Young Adult literature continues to
stigmatize shyness and insist upon it as a transitory disability, but with popular culture
texts such as Cain's Quiet and Christopher Lane's Shyness: How Normal Behavior
Became a Sickness reclaiming and outright celebrating shyness and quietness, hopefully
social opinion will begin to shift away from solely upholding or buying into the
Extroverted Ideal and work toward a more inclusive, complex acceptance of more than
one type of temperament.
Though they may be a rarity, authors like Carter, Look, Mack, and Wells are also
pioneers helping to reimagine and rewrite the shy narrative in Children's and YA
literature. Their characters and overall attitude toward shyness not only offer a
refreshingly new approach, and sometimes insistence that shyness is not a character flaw
or social abnormality outright challenges their predecessors and contemporaries. They
refuse to limit and disrespect their characters simply because they are shy, but instead
infuse them with respect, value, and sometimes complexity. These are the types of
dynamic, unapologetic, and interesting characters that will change the face of shyness and
hopefully influence future representations.
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This correlation between shyness and pain is not to suggest that every shy individual is characteristically
depressed or that every shy experience is extremely painful, but shyness is still fundamentally linked with a
sense of social discomfort and pain which distinguishes itself from introversion.
i

;; In "Disparate But Disabled: Fat Embodiment and Disability Studies," April Herndon eloquently argues
for fatness to be recognized as a disability and draws parallels between the ways in which fatness and
deafness are approached and politicized. Following the invention of cochlear implants, Herndon asserts that
fatness and deafness now share the same transitory disability.
iii

I define chapter books as texts marketed toward the newly literate all the way to a middle school-aged
audience.
iv

Again, this is not to insist that all shy individuals are in extreme pain or sadness, but that shyness is still,
to some degree, an inherently painful or uncomfortable experience.

